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Abstract

Currently, the measures of performance used by the Mili-

tary Airlift Command, in particular departure reliability,

emphasize activities. In so doing the productivity of the

MAC airlift system is overlooked. A factorial design experi-

ment was conducted with a simulation model of a portion of

the MAC airlift system. Results from this experiment indi-

cate that an activity index like departure reliability does

not track system output, and, consequently, should not be re-

garded as a measure of system productivity. A set of pro-

ductivity ratio indices was computed using the model input/

output data from the system simulation. By emphasizing the

relationship between output and input these ratio indices

highlight system productivity and enable the MAC Commander

or the airlift managers to make appropriate decisions regard-

ing system productivity. In addition, productivity ratio

measures have the potential for improving contingency plan-

ning by providing planners the ability to relate required

output capacity to needed input resources, and also to deter-

mine output capacities constrained by input resources.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES

FOR THE PEACETIME MAC A.IRLIFT SYSTEM

USING SYSTEM SIMULATION

I Introduction_

The mission of the Military Airlift Command (MAC),

broadly stated, is to develop and maintain "in a constant

state of readiness" an airlift system capable of responding

expeditiously to any contingency airlift requirement, but

especially strategic mobility. (Ref 1:1) To accomplish this,

MAC operates a fleet of jet transport aircraft including 70

wide-bodied C-5s whose theoretical maximum capacity is some

100 tons and practical capacity 50 tons, and 234 C-141s,

whose maximum capacity is some 30 tons. MAC also maintains

a network of aerial ports and support bases throughout the

United States, Europe and the Pacific. MAC is "manned at a

level and exercised at an appropriate peacetime flying rate

to insure the success of (this) airlift system. The peace-

time use of the airlift system creates a by-product of airlift

that is applied to satisfy (the Department of Defense (DOD))

airlift requirements." (Ref 2s1)

The term "by product" stresses that routine peacetime

airlift is not the principal mission of MAC. Rather, because

a certain amount of flying must be done to maintain crew pro-

ficiency as well as to exercise the maintenance and aerial



port capacities of the system, the airlift capability pro-

duced is incidental.

While this peacetime "by-product" airlift is incidentalI to training, in the strictest sense, it is a valuable and
needed service made available to DOD users either through di-

rect funding as for Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) sponsored

exercises and Joint Airborne and Air Transportability Train-

ing (JA/ATT) or through the Airlift Service Industrial Fund

(ASIF), in broad service type groups or accounts: 1) the

Special Assignment Airlift Mission (SAAV), and 2) Channel

Traffic. The SAAM account provides for unique mission re-

quirements or unusual airlift support needs, whereas, the

Channel mission provides recurring support for overseas lo-

gistics functions and DOD installations.

TABLE 1-1

MAC Channel Military Capability and Utilization
(Ton-Miles in Millions) (Ref 16:1)

Ton-Mile Actual Capability
Capability Ton-Mile Utilization

Requirement

1974 1853.6 1056.1 .57

1975 1802.3 967.5 .54

1976 1680.0 921.4 .55

1977T 418.4 196.5 .47

1977 1916.6 788.6 .41

1978 1763.0 778.2 .44

1979 1742.4 778.0 .45
(Proj ected)

While even peacetime aircraft utilization rates produce

significant airlift capability this capability is not entire-

ly productive. Table 1-1 lists ton-mile capabilities and



actual ton-mile requirements for Fiscal Years 1974J through

1978 with budget projections for 1979. These capability fig-

ures represent what the airlift (force) fleet engaged in the

Channel airlift mission could have transported if fully uti-

lized. The actual requirements are what was actually trans-

ported for various DOD users. Note that these figures do

not include SAAM, JAAT or Aeromedical Evacuations since these

three mission areas are managed differently than the Channel

mission. While the MAC airlift system is primarily poised in

readiness for contingency airlift support the system does

provide a valuable commodity. Furthermore, when this airlift

commodity is not available -to DOD customers they must turn to

other transportation sources, even commercial air transport,

to meet their needs. It is conceivable that a marginal im-

provement in MAC airlift system productivity would attract

more DOD cargo in turn improving ASIF returns. Airlift ton-

miles represent only a small portion of total DOD transpor-

tation requirements. Thus by making a larger portion of DOD

cargo available for air transportation utilization of MAC

capacity would not necessarily threaten commercial cargo con-

tracts. There are many reasons why MAC peacetime airlift

capacity is not more fully utilized and why the ASIF is often

in deficit, however, at least part of the reason is that the

productivity of the airlift system is not being totally har-

nessed.

At the present time system performance is measured by

departure reliability primarily and by cargo age secondarily.

Departure reliability is an indication of how well the indi-



vidual flying units are at meeting flying schedules. The

departure reliability index is computed as the ratio of suc-

cessful on time departures (that is, departures within someif interval defined about the scheduled mission take-off time)

to the number of scheduled departures. The cargo age is a

measure of how long cargo items remain in some portion of the

MAC airlift system. The system-wide cargo age or "pipeline"

time is measured from the time an item is consigned to MAC

for delivery until the time that the user actually takes de-

livery of the item at the destination port. (Ref 2-1: i; Ref

22: 3) From the unit commander's point of view the departure

reliability index measures how well the unit is able to mar-

shall its resources to successfully execute a flying sche-

dule. This reliability index lends itself to the way pre-mis-

sion activities follow one another from aircraft generation,

to fueling and cargo loading, aircrew preflight and actual

mission departure. Generally, late departures are further

identified by assigning responsibility for the late departure

to one of the major unit functional areas, specifically, Op-

erations, Maintenance, Transportation or other support area.

The local unit's cargo age, or "port hold" time includes

port processing time and awaiting transportation time. The

local port hold time is a representation of how fast cargo

goes through the local port "system".

There are perceptions that these measures do not portray

the whole system productivity/performance picture. Firstly,

departure reliability measures an activity only--that of de-

parting on time. This measure does not capture the impact



on other system components. Secondly, there may be an actual

conflict between measuring and emphasizing on-time departures

on one hand and trying to improve total system productivity

on the other. Thirdly, this departure reliability index and

even port hold times are not used by the airlift managers

and schedulers to allocate airlift support but rather port

level measures and user established frequency levels. (Ref

14:8) What is needed then is some manner of gauging the air-

lift system's condition as well as response to specific ma-

nagement actions and decisions.

This thesis proposes to consider and develop an approach

to the measure of performance for the peacetime airlift force.

Since, as stated above, the mission of MAC is to prepare and

be ready to provide contingency airlift support, the primary

measure of performance for MAC is whether this goal of readi-

ness and responsiveness is being met. This is largely a

judgemental question based on the commander's assessment. Ra-

ther than attempt to address this overwhelming question this

thesis aims at illuminating a more day-to-day problem en-

countered by airlift managers and unit commanders, that of

measuring the productivity of peacetime airlift. The idea

being that if productivity can be measured and the relevant

factors can be understood, then the Commander of MAC can man-

age the system to enhance its productivity. A further limi-I

tation on the scope of the study is that only Channel mission

productivity is investigated here. The Channel mission is

the most open-ended of the three ASIF accounts. With both

the JA/ATT and the SAAM accounts the users contract and pay



for a dedicated capability, whereas reimbursement for Channel

mission support is only for the actual capability used. Con-

j sequently, there is more room for productivity management in

the area of Channel mission support. It is with these limi-

tations, then, that this study is undertaken.

Methodologv and Research Desig

* I This study consisted of two separate phases. The first

phase, or literature search, delved into the background of

the problem itself and attempted to answer a number of ques-

tionss Why is the measure of productivity a problem in MAC?

What has been done to measure MAC system productivity? What

ideas have been developed concerning productivity in general

and productivity measurement in particular? The results of

this literature search are presented in Chapter Il--System

Productivity.

The second phase of this study consisted of system si-

mulation experiments. The research design for these experi-

ments consisted of answering the questions: What is going

to be measured? How is it going to be measured? From Beer

(Ref 7) we find that one way to establish system controls is

to determine the factors that affect productivity most.

Shannon explains that "Most systems operate according to the

Pareto principle, that in terms of performance and effective-

ness there are a few significant factors and many insignifi-

cant ones. In fact, the rule of thumb is that in most systems

20% of the factors will account for 80% of the performance,

whereas the other 80% of the factors contribute the remain-



ing 20% of the performance. Our problem is to decide which are

the significant few." (Ref 40,153-154)

In line with this then a computer simulation model of

the airlift system was defined and developed using Q-GERT

techniques and computer codes. In his work on productivity

(discussed in Chapter II) Paul Mali asserts that productivi-

ty is a relationship between system input and system output.

Consequently, the model was designed with a view to relating

particular system output levels of ton-miles, "pipeline" time,

and departure reliability to system inputs such as flying

hours, maintenance and port man hours and fuel. This effort

is detailed in Chapter 111--System Structural Model. To

determine the significant factors and significant interactions

a number of experiments were conducted consisting of operat-

ing the model with different combinations of factor levels.

The particular experiments conducted are described in Chapter

IV--Experimental Design. The results of each experiment were

then analyzed for factor significance and interaction signi-

ficance. The analytical techniques are described in Chapter

IV, and the results are discussed in Chapter V--Experimental

Results.

Thesis Report Organization

This report is organized as such. Chapter I--Introduc-

tion discusses the problem under study and the method em-

ployed to study it. Chapter II--System Productivity presents

background material on the problem as well as on possible so-

(2 lutions. Chapter III--System Structural Model describes the

-7-



I
airlift system computer simulation model used, how it was de-

veloped, the system assumptions made, the parameters used and

the language employed. Chapter IV--Experimental Design dis-

cusses the experiments that were conducted using the system

simulation model as well .as the approach used to analyze the

results. Chapter V--Experimental Results presents the re-

sults and analysis of the experiments described in Chapter

IV. Finally, Chapter VI--Conclusions and Recommendations

lists a number of conclusions derived from the observations

in Chapter V, some recommendations for applications of the

productivity measures described, and some recommendations

for further study.

-8-



II System Productivity

Productivity is a concept that can have many differentI meanings. Basically, productivity is defined as: "The ef-

ficiency with which economic resources (men, materials and

* mach~nes) are employed to produce goods and services." (Ref

46,332) That is, productivity is not merely production but

production and resource consumption taken together. Two men

are tasked to haul certain items on foot, one man is equipped

with a shopping bag, the other with a wheelbarrow with a ca-

pacity of one-half cubic yard. If the task is to haul a

couple loaves of bread the-.shopping bag is well suited and ac-

tually more efficient than the wheelbarrow. Both men are al-

so capable of hauling a given amount of dirt, but the man

with the wheelbarrow in hauling more than the gentleman with

the shopping bag with essentially the same effort is being

more productive. Now the man with the shopping bag could

conceivably pile one-half yard of sand into, and out of, his

shopping bag and try dragging it, but then the spillage and

destruction to the bag would detract from his overall effect-

iveness. Consequently, then, productivity is related both

to efficiency, as well as, effectiveness. In more complex

situations involving many people, an extensive inventory of

equipment and supplies, and a large budget productivity in-

volves many kinds of inputs and many kinds of outputs.

These inputs and outputs depend on an extensive set of in-

terrelationships. Clearly, in such situations and organiza-

tions productivity is a system phenomenon. The parts inter-



act to produce and this interaction must be exploited to in-

crease output while maintaining control over inputs. Dis-

cussed in this chapter are the idea of a system, what it isI and how MAC airlift is a system. Also covered is producti-

vity in general, and system productivity in particular.

System Concept

The concept of a system can have many different mani-

festations. To some it is an array of mechanical or electron-

ic components which has a well-defined function and observ-

able process. To others "system" denotes a biological enti-

ty, which has unique powers of growth and reproduction. Still

others perceive "system" as a mere interplay between con~cep-

tual entities as a system of equations. These examples of

"system" understanding bespeak more an analytical framework

than a truly "system" framework. Current thinking on "sys-

tem" as exemplified by the General System Theory (GST) can

trace its origins to a biological/organismic outlook. Ber-

talanffy, an early developer of GST, propounded that "In con-

trast to physical phenomena, like gravity and electricity the

phenomena of life are found only in individual entities call-

ed organisms. Any organism is a system, that is, a dynamic

order of parts and proce sses standing in mutual interaction."

(Ref 3919)

Furthermore, systems manifest certain characteristics

(Ref 39113-14)s

1) interrelationships and interdependence of objects,
attributes and events.

2) Holism, that is, the system is a unit rather than a

-10-



mere assemblage of constituent parts.

)goal-seeking--the interaction of parts leads to a
final result.

4) inputs and outputs--systems depend on inputs to ge-
nerate the activity that results in goal attainment.
Furthermore, all systems produce some kind of output.

5) transformation--all systems transform inputs into out-
puts in some way.

6) entropy or thermodynamic disorder--this is a patho-
logic characteristic of a rundown system as brought
about by lack of input, information or formal organ-
ipzati on.

7) regulation--interacting components of a system must
be regulated in some fashion to insure goal attain-
ment--this regulation includes the establishment of
objectives, norms, plans and systems of control.

8) hierarchy--systemstare generally comprised of several
smaller sub-systems.

9) differentiation--specialized units in complex systems
perform specialized functions.

10) equifinality--in open systems a particular final state
can be attained from different starting points and by
different paths.

In general then the main thrust of the systems outlook

is that systems, and in particular organizations, are viableI.because of the characteristics outlined above. To effect-

ively control an organization, then, these system character-

istics must be considered and taken advantage of, not ignored

and circumvented.

The MAC Airlift Syste

How, then, is the MAC airlift system a system? The MAC

airlift system can be depicted in a number of schematic fash-

ions. Figure 2-1 represents the MAC airlift system, at a very

macro-level, as comprising of inputs, activities and services

~-11-



peculiar to MAC, and outputs. The dotted line serves as a

boundary indicator between the airlift system over which MAC

exerts direct control and the environment over which direct

control, as opposed to mere influence, is minimal. Note that

I
-I i

INPUT: PROCESS: OUTPUT:
*Training *Flight Oper. *User
*Mission -.._*Port Oper. - *Readiness
*Resources *Maintenance *Airlift
*FHP Service
*User Req.

I I

I MAC AIRLIFT SYSTEM

ENVIRONMENT

Fig 2-1 Input-Output Model of MAC Airlift System

a portion of the input and output blocks are depicted as part

of the environment, this suggests interfaces with other sys-

tems, users, logistics, transportation, and so forth. The

input block to the MAC system consists of, but is not limi-

ted to, readiness training requirements and goals, user air-

lift requirements, and the funds to accomplish these. The

MAC airlift system contained within the borders consists of

the personnel, capital equipment, supplies, funds, and or-

ganization needed to convert the inputs into desired outputs,

thereby attaining its goal. The peculiar processes by which

the MAC airlift system converts inputs into outputs includes

-12-



flying aircraft, repairing and maintaining aircraft, operat-

ing an aerial port. The outputs of the MAC airlift system

consist of a state of readiness, determined by both the a-

vailability and sustainability of airlift forces, and cargo

tonnages and passengers moved in response to specific user

requirements.

Figure 2-2 is an attempt to depict the airlift system,

in particular the area within the borders of figure 2-1, with

a causal loop diagram, as consisting of discrete components

and activities interconnected and interrelated by flows (ar-

rows) of material funds, personnel, requirements, information

and so on. In general, a positive sign (+) indicates a di-

rect correspondence between the two connected components,

that is, an increase in one results in an increase in the

other. Conversely, a negative sign (-) indicates an inverse

relationship, an increase in one resulting in a decrease in

the other.

Referring to Figure 2-2a The airlift system is set in

motion by the requirement for readiness which generates fly-

ing training requirements. Airlift capacity generated by

this training is programmed through ASIF at scheduling/pro-

gramming which balances and coordinates training requirements

and user airlift needs. Operations and logistics are related

through the flying hour program. This program is an allot-

ment of flying hours, actually the wherewithal to accomplish

a specified number of flying hours including crew salaries,

maintenance facilities and personnel, port facilities and

manning, and the organization with which MAC must accomplish
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its mission. When the scheduling operation schedules a mis-

sion, a demand is made on transportation, logistics, and on

operations. As mission demands are made in each of these

functional areas as the sorties actually depart there is mar-

ginally less capability to meet further demands. Demands

must balance with capabilites. As the sorties actually de-

part and the missions operate, costs in terms of fuel, crew

per diem, and labor .man-hours are accrued. As cargo is moved

ASIF revenues are generated to offset costs. Periodically

ASIF revenues and expenses must be reviewed to set appropriate

tariff rates. Excessively high tariffs act as disincentives

to customers. As missions -are completed training is accomp-

lished which decreases the total training requirements. The

only completely exogenous element is the readiness require-

ment. Training and user airlift requirements are partly con-

ditioned by the system output. For the most part, then, the

system establishes its performance levels. As various parts

of the system are "speeded" up the other parts of the system

must respond. When there is a lag or discrepancy in some

part of the system the entire output is affected. Producti-

vity is related to how well the interaction is managed and

exploited. The existence of a tariff structure relating only

to costs and revenues with no feedback for improved controls

and. management can drive this system to even less producti-

vity. That is less ton-mile or poorer pipeline performance

at the same level of input.

Table 2-1 tabulates several examples from the MAC air-

lift system of each of the systems characteristics.



Emeo TABLE 2-1

Examples of Systems Characteristics

in MAC Airlift System

GST Systems Examples from MAC
Characteristics Airlift System

1. Interrelationship MAC organization, com-
and Interdependence mand and control
of Components

2. Holism MAC single manager
of airlift resources

3. Goal-seeking Readiness, User Satis-
faction

4. Inputs and Outputs AFM 2-21, AFM 3-21,
AFR 23-17, DOD airlift
requirements/readiness,
ton-miles cargo, pa--
senger-miles, user sa-
tisfaction, ASIF reve-
nues

5. Transformation Cargo and passengers
are moved from one
place to another

6. Entropy Decrease in user de-
mand due to high tar-
iffs, budget cutback,
organizational break-
down.

7. Regulation UMMIPS standards. MAC
and AF series regula-
tions governing every
aspect of MAC activity

8. Hierarchy MAJCOM headquarters,
Numbered Air Force,
chain of command

9. Differentiation functional areas, o-
perations, transpor-
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f TABLE 2-1 (continued)

2u tation, logistics,plans

10. Equifinality MAC offers many air-
lift servicess Chan-
nel, Special Assign-
ment Airlift Mission,
Joint Airborne Airlift
Training



Productivity

As delineated above every system in general and the MAC

airlift system in particular, is characterized by among other

things, a transformation of inputs into outpuis and and by

goal-seeking behavior. Corporate manufacturing systems em-

ploy manufacturing processes to transform inputs of raw ma-

terials into outputs of usable goods so as to meet a goal of

customer satisfaction and profit generation. At some points

in its development an organization becomes concerned with in-

creasing its output and thus goal satisfaction while lowering

resource consumption and utilization. What is being sought

in this endeavor is higher productivity.

Paul Mali has written an excellent book on the subject

of productivity (Ref 26) and in particular on the subject of

managing productivity. He describes current productivity a t

large as being in a state of crisis and that the productivity

management environment itself has changed considerably be-

cause of a change in human expectations, technology, and ac-

countability.

In his investigations Mali has identified some twelve

causes for the current productivity crisis, however, the num-

ber one cause he cites is the "shocking wastes of resources

result(ing) from (an) inability to measure evaluate, and man-

age the productivity of a growing white-collar force." (Ref

26,25) The other eleven causes deal with the gamut of human

motivational problems, government intrusion and overregulation,

and the rapid obsolescence of skills and practice brought

about by technological change. Table 2-2 summarizes these

-18-
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twelve causes.

( Fortunately, Mali perceives a solution to the problems.

He asserts that the productivity crisis can be resolved by

the development of a productivity management ethic and disci-

pline, which he describes in three parts: 1) a basic concept-

ual framework of organizationsl productivity, 2) productivity

as a synergistic or system-process, 3) 10 principles of de-

veloping the productivity discipline.

Mission
or1, Planning Results

responsibility

1 I ,/i t ores..scrntonOtu

Figure 2-3 The Productivity Process (Ref 26:40)

In his conceptual framework of productivity Mali asserts

that productivity is attained by taking action to achieve its

"Productivity in an organization is a managed process that i-

dentifies and relates all the events and activities necessary

to accomplish productivity objectives. It deliberately seeks

an efficient way to transform or convert resources into re-

sults." (Ref 26t45) This process is illustrated in Figure

2-3. Note that this diagram is effectively an enhancement of
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the first diagram of the MAC airlift system in Figure 2-1 to

( which planning and measuring functions have been added. From

the diagram the process starts with a mission statement or

objective definition. This action then leads to a master

plan for operating the organization and to identification of

inputs to the system. Planning delineates where the resources

come from, how they are transformed by the organization and

what form the output will take. The measurement cycle is an

integral part of the system and acts as a feedback loop.

An important aspect of productivity, according to Mali,

is that it is synergistic, that is, systemic. By synergism

is meant the phenomenon that occurs when the well-ordered com-

ponents of a system produce a result that is more than the

mere assembly of the parts. Furthermore the organization of

thei sstem provides an infrastructure which enables the sys-

tern to accomplish and produce at a level not possible by any

one component or mere combination of components. Consequent-

ly, then the productivity that a system strives for must con-

sider this synergism. Why? "Unused capacity, stored potential

or low level of effectiveness are released or greatly enhanced

when the parts or factors of the synergistic phenomena are

made to work well." (Ref 26:54) Mali has identified some

thirty factors at four different levels of directness which

affect productivity. Table 2-3 summarizes these findings.

The way these factors interact and impact may vary from

organization to organization. Furthermore, changes in factors

at lower levels affect productivity by altering factors at

levels just above them; and so on. O perating something like
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TABLE 2-3

Levels of Factors Effecting Productivity (Ref 2654)

Level Effect on Productivity

4 Most Direct Effectiveness and effi-
ciency

3 skills, motivation, me-
thods, costs

leadership, experience,
climate, incentives,

2 schedules, organization!
al structure, technolo-
gy and materials

abilities, style, train-
ing, knowledge, physi-
cal conditions, unions,

4social awareness, as-
1 Least Direct piration levels, pro-

cesses, job design,
goals, policies, R&D,
plant and equipment,
standards and quality.
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the wheels of an odometer.(
Finally, Mali rounds out his plan for developing the

"productivity discipline" by describing his "principles of

productivity growth" (Ref 26:62-73). Of particular interest

and applicability to the MAC airlift system are:

--principle of ratio time measurement.
--principle of expectancy alignment.
--principle of worker accountability.
--principle of focus.
--principle of continuance.
--principle of resource priority.

The principle of ratio time measurement states that

"Productivity is more likely to improve when expected results

are measured and made greater in the same time frame that ex-

pected resources are measured and made less." (Ref 26:62)

Measurement here is the key. Mali asserts that if a

phenomena can be measured it car, also be controlled and

manipulated. No goal of productivity management is to in-

crease output with a decrease in input. If productivity is

expressed as a ratio of output to input then productivity in-

creases it output increases and input decreases, stays level,

or even increases but at a lower rate. Productivity still

increases if total output decreases where input also decreas-

es but at a higher rate.

Mali's principle of expectancy alignment asserts that

"the greater the alignment of employee expectancies (needs)

with organizational objectives (targets), the greater the mo-

tivation to accomplish both." (Ref 26s65) Along the same

vein the principle of worker accountability states that "ac-

countability for productivity is more likely to happen when

-23-
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employees understand, participate in, and are held responsible

for productivity objectives, measurements, and evaluation."

(Ref 26:65) At the very bottom of any effort to change an

organization consideration must be given to the people in-

volved. These persons are often viewed as the obstacles to

ultimate productivity when in fact they are the most flexible

and promising resource an organization has. Productivity

management should hinge on personnel involvement and com-

mitment.

The principle of focus is that "the greater the focus

toward productivity objectives on a time scale, the greater

the likelihood of achieving these objectives." (Ref 26:66).

The stunning accomplishments of the Manhattan Project and of

the manned space program came about because of this principle.

Lately, publiv COcei±n over energy -hortages and prices

led to a concerted investigation of options to conserve ener-

gy, to tap alternate energy sources, and to alter our con-

sciousness of energy problems. Similarly, when productivity

becomes the "only game in town" interest and creative solu-

tions inevitably follow.

The principle of continuance states that "productivity

tends to continue when achieving an objective does not inca-

pacitate or destroy any of the factors which produced it."

(Ref 26,70). Fundamental to Mali's development of productiv-

ity is its systemic nature. Because of the interconnection

and interdependence of the elements of a viable system it is

impossible to modify one part of the system without also af-

fecting the rest of the system. If system productivity is

-24-



based upon a selective process of drawing down and building

up the components of' a system then the continued productivity

of the system cannot be assured. At some point entropy, ther-

modynamic disorder, will bring the system to a halt.

Finally, and probably most importantly is the principle

of resource priority which is that "productivity increases

when objectives for productivity set the prioritier for re-

source allocation." (Ref 26:73). In every organization there

is some resource that acts as a constraint on the operation

so that the resource must be carefully managed in order to

optimize benefits and attain organizational goals. 1-ow

these resources are meted out to various projects and object-

ives should be a measure of what the expected or perceived

benefit of the objective is. Since an organization logically

pursues greater benefits Lheri resources must bDe allocated to

produce this greatest benefit. A simple and straightforward

measure of agreement between marginal benefit return of an

objective and its resource allocation is the rank-order corre-

lation. (Ref 26073):

- 6$d 2 ()

N(N 2 _ 1)

where is the rank-order correlation, and d is the difference

between the benefit priority of an objective and its resource

allocation priority, and N is the total number of objectives

considered.

The benefit priority of an objective may be determined
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by marginal analysis of an operation or by consulting a pan-

el of experts. Similarly, the resource allocation priority

of an objective can be determined by observing the actualI process or by having a panel assign a value. Observing a

value directly in an actual operation or determining one

democratically or arbitrarily depends on whether one is eval-

uating an ongoing operation or planning a future operation.

The other four principles of productivity growth are:

principle of shared gain, principle of creating potential

productivity and principle of work justice, and finally the

principle of elasticity. While these four principles are no-I

table in themselves they were not deemed to have the same di-

rect applicability to the MAC airlift system.

How then do the other principles apply to the MAC air-

lift system? The principle of ratio time measurement speaks

of increasing output and the same terms that input is de-

creased to insure productivity growth. It has been the MAC

experience, discussed briefly at the end of this chapter,that

productivity enhancements dealt with either input or output

at any given time and then only one aspect of the input or

output. Consequently, when the results fell short of expect-

ations interest waned. What was overlooked was the synergism

of the productivity effort. Various factors of input and

output work in concert to produce noticeable productivity

gains.

The principle of expectancy alignment and the principle

4 of worker accountability have direct application to the MAC

airlift system. Because of the nature of military service
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personnel turn-over is relatively high, resulting generally

in low experience. Furthermore, when low morale is coupled

to this, productivity can be expected to suffer. Consequent-

ly, an enlightened review of personnel policies is important

not only for the stability of the military force but also for

the productivity of the military work force. Additionally,

the involvement and encouragement of personnel participation

in productivity enhancement, as through the suggestion pro-

gram, can achieve both worker satisfaction and increased sys-

tem productivity.

The principle of focus is not new to the airlift system.

The traditional emphasis on departure reliability as a meas-

ure of performance has resulted in remarkable efforts on the

part of every functional area of the airlift system to im-

%r V" JALa.L CU.L L.L..J Ln. Consequently, i t i Ub ex-

pected that if a concerted and coordinated effort is made to

stress productivity enhancement that the results will follow.

The principle of continuance is of particular importance

and applicability to the peacetime MAC airlift system. It

has been observed that with the emphasis on departure relia-

bility a considerable effort is made to improve the reliabi-

lity standing. At times this effort has included circumvent-

ing the actual operational process when a problem arose to

insure that at least the index itself would not be adversely

affected. For example, last minute scheduled departure

changes would be made to make up for a maintenance abort.

While such an effort might be appropriate for a departure

reliability indexed operation the same effort would not be

2 -27-



( appropriate in a productivity based operation. Productivity

enhancement would demand that the effort and resources be

allocated where the maximum productivity could be realized.

,j] A short term gain in the productivity index caused by "jug-

gling" the operation could well manifest itself at some other

point in the system as a net loss.

Similarly, the principle of resource priority is critical

to MvA~C airlift system productivity. If one considers flying

hours as MAC's principal resource, being comprised of fuel al-

locations, as well as maintenance, port and operations (crew)

man-hours, then how these flying hours are allocated to va-

rious objectives, missions in this case, determines the net

productivity of the airlift system. While it is true that

the primary mission of MAC is to insure readiness to meet

contingency airlift requirements anct that raW- flying huw

can be translated into crew aging and thus readiness, D-OD

also depends on the MAC airlift system to provide a transpor-

tation service. Consequently, when that service capability

is riot available DOD agencies contract other transportation

means to fulfill their requirements. This translates to pay-

ing for the same transportation twice because the airlift

capability is not available where it is needed when it is

needed for whatever reason. An airlift system oriented to

productivity enhancement and improvement would seek out an

optimum or, at least more satisfying allocation of its re-

sources*

If it can be said that Mali 's treatment of the theoret-

ical basis of productivity and productivity improvement is
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(complete then his treatment of the practical aspects of pro-

ductivity is even more so. As has been observed and iterated

above one of the principal causes of the productivity crisis

in Mali's view, has been the inability to properly measure

productivity. Therefore, it should not be surprising to

realize that central to productivity improvement is measure-

ment: "To be effective any system of productivity requires

evaluation--evaluation readily understood, simple to imple-

ment, easy to administer, and clearly cost effective. This

means that the evaluation system must have a basis of meas-

urement that must be agreed upon and designed into the sys-

tem for evaluation to work." (Ref 26:78)

To be sure productivity measurement is not easy, as Mali

points out (Ref 26s79-80). For one thing simple measures

tend to oversimapULy the actual processes arid dynamism in a

system. A measure of productivity is important not just for

indicating whether productivity has advanced or retreated but

also why. Furthermore, if productivity has advanced,a good

measure should help an organization capitalize on the process.

If a retreat in productivity has occurred, appropriate measures

help to locate problem areas and to reverse the situation.

What is needed then is not a measure but several measures

for different functional areas as well as for various levels

of management. Another problem described is that measure-
iI

ment is generally appended to an operation rather than incor-

porated into the operations. Consequently, such measures

offer excellent hindsight if not foresight. Still another

difficulty in measuring is the all encompassing breadth of

-29-



productivity and objective descriptions, such as cost-effect-

ive, responsive, "lean and mean", high "teeth or tail" ratio

and so forth. While such expressions conjure up any number

of salutory images of a system, in particular a military

system, deciding whether.a system has accomplished any of

this is another matter. Measures should be unambiguous and

unequivocal. Objectives and goals should also be stated in

terms of concrete measures as well, for example, a ton-mile-

age increase of five percent this year, and so on. Another

area that makes measuring productivity difficult is the ten-

dency to focus in on activities rather than results. Any

operation is comprised of several activities. Involvement

with all of these bogs a system down in meaningless trivia.

In many MAC offices piles of computer print-out detail a my-

riad of activity discrepancies and problems. The more im-

portant question of what substantive effect these anomalies

have on overall output is often overlooked. A measure needs

to be results oriented. Finally, traditional productivity

measures have tried to emphasize the highest levels of aggre-

gation, the most macro of levels, rendering the measure quite

useless for lower organizational echelons. Measures, then,

should be appropriately scaled to the level at which they

will be used.

Mali then describes several forms that productivity

measures may take including productivity ratios, total fact-

or productivity indices, use of management by objectives,

and the use of productivity checklists, and productivity aud-

its. The ratio measures involve identifying the critical
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.outputs and inputs of a system and computing the ratio of

outputs to inputs. The total factor productivity index can

be expressed either as total output over total input or as a
total productivity link series, given by (Ref 26:93)3

Total Productivity 2 Y~ 2Ph ~k (2
link series n=1ll R 2 R 3 *Rkj

where P.is the productivity of a particular functional area

and R its particular resource allocation.

In other words, the link series measure is a linear comn-

bination of disparate productivity measures and is useful in

comparing index values with a given base value. The measure-

ment of productivity using management of objectives (MBO) is

known, if not necessarily appreciated, in the military ser-

vices. At its basis MBO involves establishing concrete per-

formance goals for each functional area and each level down

to each indiividual and then observing how these specific ob-

jectives are attained. The difficulties associated with de-

fining precise benchmarks for every job probably result more

from a lack of experience with the method than any other

factor. The use of checklists is a well established practice

in the Air Force particularly in flight operations and in mair--

tenance. The development of checklists delineating specific

actions and responsibilities for each position is the basis

of this approach. The productivity audit is "a process of

monitoring and evaluating organizational practices to deter-

mine whether functional units, programs, and the organization
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itself are utilizing their resources effectively and efficient-

ly to accomplish objectives." (Ref 26:132)

Up to this point the concepts and principles of systems

theory and productivity improvement and the manner in which

these describe the MAC peacetime airlift system have been re-

viewed. Additionally, the approach to productivity improve-

ment as developed by Paul Mali was described together with

its implication for the MAC airlift system. What follows is

a discussion of the efforts and recommendations that have

actually been made to measure and improve MAC peacetime air-

lift system productivity.

MAC Airlift System Productivity

The trend of the MAC Airlift System Productivity has been

the topic of much discussion and study. This section of

Chapter II briefly discusses the productivity constraints

encountered by MAC operations and reviews some of the studies

undertaken to improve MAC productivity. As described already

in Chapter I the airlift capability of the MAC airlift system

in ton-miles is derived as a by-product from MAC readiness

training requirements. These requirements, comprise the Fly-

ing Hour Program, and reflect the raw flying hours to allow

every crew member to accomplish specific training events as

well as to experience a certain level of flying calculated

to age them. This "aging" process is a critical factor in

the development and training of aircrews to insure safe oper-

ation. Consequently, the flying hour requirements are es-

tablished on more than just the absolute minimum number of
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hours needed to accomplish specific training events. The

productivity of the MAC airlift system hinges on the effect-

iveness and efficiency with which these flying hours are-I generated and utilized.
The management of this flying hour generation at utili-

zation cycle occurs at different levels. Essentially, the

flying hours are generated at the wing level while they are

scheduled or utilized at Major Command level. That is, the

wing is responsible for transportation and logistic support

resources to "produce" flying hours. The operations re-

sources include aircrews, operations support staff personnel.

The maintenance resources include maintenance man-hours per-

forming scheduled and unscheduled maintenance and scheduled

periodic inspections, equipment and tool resources and vehi-

cle resources. The transportation resources include port

dock and warehouse facilities, port man-hours to process car-

go including receiving, documenting, writing, marshalling,

palletizing and uploading, and vehicle resources including

463L Material Handling Equipment (MvHE) utility vehicles, and

associated maintenance and P011 costs. The logistic support

resources include capital equipment including the aircraft

themselves, supply stockage, and supply man-hours to manage

and operate the supply system including receiving, inspecting

and documenting supply items, reparable assets control, and

supply warehousing facilities. Added to this are the other

support functions which serve as infrastructure to the

entire process. It should be obvious that Figure 2-2 barely

scratches the surface in depicting the interaction of com-
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7 71
ponents in the MAC airlift system.

Actual management actions in each of the functional areas

decribed above rely on the information derived from specifi-

cally tailored performance or effectiveness measures. A va-

riety of performance measures is used in the "Commander's

Management Information Summary" a volume of data on various

aspects of MAC operations published by Headquarters MAC. In

this volume operations focuses on departure reliability, that

is, getting the aircraft airborne on time. Maintenance,

while also concerned with departure reliability, is more

concerned with maintenance man-hours per flying hours and un-

scheduled maintenance man-hours to scheduled or total main-

tenance man-hours. Transportation is concerned with the le-

vel of cargo in the port awaiting transportation, port pro-

cessing times and port holding times. Logistics supply sup-

port is concerned with a host of measures that track docu-

mentation errors, delinquencies in receiving reparable assets

from base repair facilities and various stockage rates. Ob-

viously, the idea of an aggregated measure of productivity

index is buried in considerable detail.

The utilization of MA.C's flying hour capability is per-

formed at Headquarters MAC and at the Numbered Air Force Head-

quarters. Headquarters Military Airlift Command (HQMAC) as-

sumes the responsibility of programming or allocating the

flying hours to various mission areas and functional areas.

The Numbered Air Force's concern themselves with developing

a workable schedule and workf low for all of the wings direct-

ly subordinate to them. It is in the process of implimenting
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these schedules that the Wings generate the flying hours as

described above.

The chief tool used by HQMvAC in programming the flying

(then MATS, Military Air Transport Service) has provided air-

iI lift service through the Airlift Service Industrial Fund

(ASIF). The industrial fund was a management process de-

vised by DOD to insure effective and equitable management of

resources and industrial-type services used by several branch-

es in DOD. Narragon and Neil have compiled a thorough ana-

lysis of the Transportation Industrial Funds in their report

for The Logistics Management Institute (Ref 28).

The HQMAC flying hour programming cycle begins with the

identification of training requirements in flying hours which

become the airlift resource when transformed by the airlift

system. Next, projected DOD requirements for passenger and

cargo airlift also expressed in flying hours, are obtained.

Additionally, JCS sponsored exercises, as well as Joint Air-

borne and Air Transportability Training (JA/ATT) requirements

are identified in flying hours. Then the programming and

allocation begins, once the proper deductions have been made

for direct training requirements. This amounts to some 25%

of the total flying hours [some 117,374 flying hours (Refs 16-

* 20) was projected for direct training in FY 1980]. These

direct training requirements as well as the JCS exercises

and JA/ATT missions will generate no by-product airlift.

Consequently, funding is direct for these three categories of

flying-hours. What is left at this point [260,281 flying
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hours projected for FY 1980 (Refs 16-20)] is programmed

through the ASIF. There are two categories of services in

ASIF--Channel Mission and Special Assignment Airlift Mis-

sions (SAAV). The Channel Mission consists of securing lo-

gistic support service to overseas bases. The frequency for

this service is based either on a validated frequency basis,

that is, a minimum frequency established on the basis of col-

lateral requirements including national policy and morale

as well as the primary basis of logistic support need, or re-

quirements basis which reflects actual support needs. Reim-

bursement for Channel service is on a ton-mile basis for car-

go or a set fee for passengers. The SAAM consist of unique

airlift requirements and amount to chartering an airplane

for a length of time. Presidential support missions and some

disaster relief support missions are examples of SAAMs. Re-

imbursement for a SAAM is on the basis of a flat hourly fee

based on aircraft operating costs. Rate structures are es-

tablished to recapture expenses of operating the fleet.

There is no incentive or attempt to make a profit.

While the ASIF was established as a means of managing

industrial type service effectively the ASIF structure has

had a pejorative effect on MAC productivity. Several fea-

tures of the ASIF plan, including the validated frequency

Channel missions over non-productive routes, make the MAC

system inefficient. Consequently, when tariff rates are es-

tablished to balance revenues and expenses the impact of in-

S( efficient utilization of Channel service results in rates

which cannot compete with surface transportation rates, par-
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ticularly ships. Service transportation managers are then

disinclined to ship by air, leading to even poorer utilization

overall and thus a recurrence of the initial problem (Ref 28:

30).

Studies and recommendations in this area of' airlif't sys-

tem productivity have fallen into two principal areas: 1)J

creation of greater airlift requirements by removal or re-

duction of tariff' disincentives, 2) enhancement of mission

or sortie productivity. Narragon and Neil (Ref' 28) have re-

viewed several proposals made over the years to remove ASIF

disincentives to more product employment of airlift capabi-

lity. These have included r-ate stabilization, token tariff

rates, flooring of funds, and direct funding. Some efforts

have been made to establish rate stabilization and opportu-

nities for token tariffs. The case for flooring of funds

and direct funding seems harder to make since both can be

demonstrated to cause other problems in the general DOD trans-

portation system. The General Accounting Office has also

studied the problem from a costs versus revenue standpoint

and recommended that tariffs be made to more closely reflect

expenses. As indicated above this would introduce an econom-

ic disincentive to the use of airlift. Another important

area of study has dealt with the validated frequency Channel

mission, particularly when mission scheduling is driven by

the minimum frequency rather than actual movement require-

ments. The constraints on many of these validated frequency

missions are collateral to airlift management and involve

morale, power projection and foreign policy.



The other area of study has emphasized mission/sortie
(

productivity. Studies of this type have been performed by'*1Lockheed, HQMAC/bO, Operation and HQXAC/XPSR, Studies and

Analysis-Operations Research. These three are discussed in

the Airlift Management Procedures Study (AMPS) published by

HQMAC/XPSR in 1972 (Ref 23). The Lockheed study emphasized

the need to better utilize aircraft cabin space by improving

the design of pallet loads. Their study pointed out that a

survey indicated that poor management practices allowed too

many inefficient palletized loads be uploaded in C-141 air-

craft. Their proposed solution was to more closely monitor

pallet capacity utilization. The MAC/DO study conducted in

the early 1970s assailed the emphasis placed on effective-

ness performance measures, in particular departure reliabili-

ty, to the detriment of other important measures, in parti-

cular airlift efficiency. The study proposed the implemen-

tation of a deliberate aircraft delay when the delay would

mean greater payloads. The proposal was based on an analysis

of payload and mission efficiency factors and involved sever-

al interesting mathematical relationships and decision graphs.

The emphasis of the AMPS was again on the exclusion of effi-

ciency considerations when measuring MAC performance. The

study findings were never formally implemented by MAC.

A more recent investigation of sortie productivity has

looked into the relationship between port levels and capaci-

ty utilization, the greater of volume capacity or weight ca-

pacity utilization. The report findings and recommendation

(Ref 27) reflect a nonrigorous analysis of such factors as
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( selectivity and the time-series nature of cargo generation.

Basically, the report identifies a direct relationship be-I tween port levels and capacity utilization and between day of
the week of mission operation and capacity utilization. This

- I latter finding reflects weekend cargo policies, wherein few

cargo deliveries are made on weekends so that port levels are

drawn down over the weekends resulting in low port levels

and lower capacity utilization at the start of the new week.

The report was hastily accomplished but did point up an area

that might be successfully exploited for productivity gains.

Outside of the MAC community other studies have been

made to enhance MAC productivity. In particular, several

Army studies conducted during the late 1960s and early l970s.

These involved the Routine Economic Airlift (REAL) study

which proposed to identify whole new classes of air-eligible

cargo. The aim was to associate an equipment item's overseas

stock priority with a tariff rate ceiling. Thus a particular

item or group of items could be shipped by air if the tariff

charged was less than or equal to this maximum tariff value.

The idea was that various savings could be realized in crating

and packing certain items for sea shipment if they were sent

by air. It was hoped that implementation of the proposal

would lower overseas stock levels and thus DOD equipment in-

vestment by lowering the "pipeline" time for more classes of

equipment. This "pipeline" concept is a measure of the time

an item spends in a particular transportation system from

the time the item is received for shipment to the time it is

consigned to the receiver at destination. Another Army idea
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that has received continued study has been the Air Line of

Communication (ALOC) concept. Again, by relying on the more

rapid shipment times available with an air transportation sys-

tem the Army could alter overseas logistics policies to take
advantage of the shorter "pipeline" time. One of the more

persuasive criticisms of the AIIOC concept speculates on the

possible impact on the ALOC of airlift emergencies or contin-

gencies. With lower stock levels, accommodated by the avail-

ability of rapid and responsive airlift, the Army could find

itself in a desperately short position if an emergency divert-

ed airlift away from the ALOC.

The 1973 oil embargo br~ought to MAC a new-found fuel

conservation concern. A st.dy was conducted of fuel conserv-

ation techniques. The study was particularly concerned with

highlighting the problem for aircrews responsible for fuel

planning.

A new study program undertaken by MAC in 19741 promises

to provide a methodology for evaluating MAC system performance

and productivity over the long range. The study program,

entitled Military Airlift Command Resource Optimization

(MACRO), employs an extensive simulation model to model and

characterizes the effects on the MAC airlift system in peace-

time or wartime of any of numerous system factors. The model

employs a micro-perspective and considers resource interac-

tions and constraints at a very detailed level. Effectively

by modeling "'reality" the program aims to elicit a response

about any aspect of the MAC airlift system, present or future

within twenty-four hours.* The program is currently still und-
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er development with an initial capability predicted for late

1980.

Summary

This chapter has developed the background to the thesis

study. Entitled "System Productivity" the chapter has dis-

cussed the systems concept and its characteristics, as well

as, their application to the MAC airlift system. System pro-

ductivity as embodied in the work by Paul Mali was discussed.

System productivity is the result, it was found, of the rich

interactions of a system. Consequently, productivity is

necessarily a system response. Productivity improvement

takes a concerted and committed effort. Basic to any product-

ivity management effort is a means of measuring productivity.

These means must make the productivity processes transparent

to management inspection, so that problem areas can be worked

out and particularly productive interactions enhanced and ex-

ploited. The means of measuring productivity may be broken

down into five areas: 1) ratio measures of system output to

input; 2) total factor indeces, particularly useful in com-

paring a given year with a base year, 3) management of pro-

ductivity by objective, 4) productivity checklists, and

5) productivity audits.

Next, the MAC airlift system productivity environment

was discussed. MAC airlift capability is essentially a by-

product of readiness training. What is not needed for direct

training or JCS exercises and Joint Training is made available

to DOD customers through the ASIF. Because of the mechanics
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of the ASIF MAC finds itself in a constrained market. Low

I ~ operations efficiency coupled with a tariff rate structure

that is high when compared to alternate surface transportation

means has resulted in many customers being driven to surface

transportation--further aggravating the situation.

The constrained productivity of MAC has been the sub-

ject of several studies including several that aimed to re-

move ASIF disincentives in order to attract more customers.

A number of studies by MAC and Lockheed to improve sortie

productivity by better utilizing pallet capacity and by wait-

ing. for cargo.* A recent study suggests a relationship be-

tween mission efficiency and port levels.

A number of Army studies have attempted to identify

classes of cargo for economic routine airlift, while other

Army studies have proposed an AIJOC system aimed at reducing

overseas stock levels and thus costs.

The most recent addition to the productivity study ef-

fort has been MACRO. The aim of the undertaking is to cap-

ture MAC airlift system dynamics through computer simulation

modeling and to use this facility to answer questions about

the MAC system. From the title of the program the optimiza-

tion of resource allocation promises to impact productivity

of the MAC system.
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( III SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Discussed in this chapter is the principal tool used in

the investigation of productivity measures, an airlift sys-

tern simulation. Part of the problem discussed in Chapter I

is the reliance of departure reliability as a measure of sys-

tern performance. The objective of the simulation model is

to illustrate: 1) that departure reliability is not a meas-

ure of productivity arnd that it does not reflect many of the

forces acting in the airlift system, and 2) that relatively

simple and straightforward ratio measures of productivity can

be developed, which can impart more knowledge about the sys-

tem's dynamics and capabilities. With this objective in

mind the model was designed to behave as a portion of the

MAC airlift system in such a way that productivity could be

measured as different ratios of output to input. The output

of the MAC system model is ton-miles, pipeline times, and de-

parture reliability. Input to the model system consists of

maintenance man hours, port man hours, flying hours, and fuel.

The scope of the model is limited to the United States to

Europe Channel missions. This was done so that sufficient

detail could be captured about the interaction between opera-

tions maintenance and transportation/aerial port. The assump-

tion here is that the manner in which inputs are transformed

into outputs in a portion of the MAC system is essentially

the same process for the entire MAC system but on a larger

scale. What can be concluded, then, from looking at a suf-

ficiently well-represented portion of the system can also be
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concluded about the MAC system at large. Sections in this

chapter include Simulation Rationale, Model Assumptions and

Limitations, Determination of Model Parameters, Q-GERT Ap-

proach, Model Output, and Model Verification and Validation.

Simulation Rationale

The overill objective of the study is to develop a meth-

od and an approach to measuring performance, in particular

productivity, of the MAC peacetime airlift system. Beer in

his essay on "Control Systems" asserts that system measures

are suggested by "The most important features of the system."

(Ref 7:153) That is, key features which enhance or retard

productivity. Then features can be identified from experience

and observation as well as from a concerted investigation of

system factors and interactions. This investigation can

consist of evaluating actual system inputs and outputs using

statistical significance testing techniques. However, the

MAC airlift system is a large enterprise and obtaining com-

prehensive data can be a colossal task. Additionally, as

Easterfield suggests, "The origin and meaning of any figures

found in firms should be scrutinized very carefully before

they are used for purposes other than those for which they

were intended." (Ref l2t4l) That is to say input and output

figures may appear to indicate one thing but may actually re-

late to some other perspective because of the way in which

they were defined, calculated and reported. To insure vali-

dity and consistency the environment of the investigation

must be carefully controlled. Unfortunately, the MAC airlift
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system is a large system to deal with. Furthermore, to ob-

tain particular data points tampering with the system could

disrupt the very processes that are being observed. The

Heisenberg principle deals with the ambiguity engendered by

the disruptive effects of the act of measuring. (Ref 40:11)

The use of a simulation model, however, appears to offer a

reasonable compromise to experimentation with the actual MAC

system itself. There are a number of advantages to using si-

mulation to study a system. First of all, the process of

reducing real system behavior to computer model system be-

havior imparts insight to the real system. Secondly, the

computer "system" can be exercised over a wide range of con-

ditions, not practical or possible when dealing with the real

system, in order to investigate unique relationships and dy-

namics. Third, time frames can be greatly compressed. Long

periods of time can be simulated in relatively little simula-

tion time. (Ref 40:11-12)

Model Assumptions and Limitations

The simulation model developed here is designed to mea-

sure output and input of the MAC system. That is, the model

emulates the real system in that missions are flown subject

to a scheduling policy, modeled by a probability density

function. The value of the model is in comparing one set of

circumstances, system environment, management policy with

another, not in determining "real" parameters. The model pa-

rameters are based on observation of the system and from data

obtained from a month's Channel operations. The model flows
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aircraft and cargo through the "system" in a manner compar-

able to the real system. However, values for maintenance

man-hours and port man-hours represent estimations of direct

Channel mission support. Pipeline times are computed from

simple assumptions. The value of these parameters, then, is

not in comparing them with actual system parameters but in

comparing them with the parameters generated by the model un-

der a diffent set of circumstances. Figure 3-1 depicts a

schematic of the model's flow. Cargo arrives to the port

with a particular frequency. This frequency is one of the

parameters varied to determine the effect of low port levels

and selectivity. Missions are generated with a normally dis-

tributed "interarrival time" based on observation of the sys-

tem and from the mission data collected. Aircraft and crews

are scheduled at mission generation time with appropriate

delays. There is no limitation to the number of crews or to

the number of aircraft, although system parameters are based

on certain assumptions about fleet size. The Channel mission

is between the US port, an aggregation of Eastern MAC bases,

and the European port, an aggregation of NATO installations.

The mission flight time is drawn from a distribution of times

representing all MAC Channel missions operating between East-

ern US bases and Europe. The variation in time accounts for

differences in destination as well as enroute winds. Aircraft

transactions will proceed through loading with no load at all

or only a partial load if the port level is low. The aircraft

( do not wait for cargo. The cargo waits for the aircraft.

This models the aircraft capacity utilization dependence on
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J ( port levels and selectivity. Furthermore, from analysis of

the actual system data 66% of the total cargo was transported

by C-141 and 34% of the cargo by C-5. Consequently the car-

go is split up into C-141 and C-5 queues, with 66% going to

the C-141s and 34% to the C-5s. Cargo arrives in discrete

parcels, five of which comprise a C-141 load and nine of

which comprise a C-5 load. The aircraft is subject to un-

scheduled maintenance due to discrepancies noted during the

crew preflight. This predeparture nonscheduled maintenance

rate is also one of the factors manipulated in the experiments

described in Chapter IV. The manning of the system for crews

and support personnel is established at an arbitrary level

and does not constitute a constraint on the system in gene-

ral. This reflects the policy of manning the MAC system at

a high enough level to meet contingency surge requirements.

Furthermore, these missions are all scheduled so that ade-

quate support is assumed available. Once again the aim of

the model is to measure input and output of the MAC system

in general. There is no advantage to be gained by adding de-

tail and refinements such as resource constraints. The same

general processes are involved.

As stated above the model represents an aggregation of

eastern US bases with a Channel mission to an aggregation to

European bases. The level of detail is such that maintenance

man-hours are sensitive to workload as are the port man-hours.

The base nonscheduled maintenance rate represents a lower

workload than the high nonscheduled maintenance rate and the

man-hours reflect this. Similarly port man-hours depend on
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how much cargo needs to be processed and how many aircraft

need to be loaded. By varying the factors that govern these

workloads the inputs and outputs of the system vary as well.

The added detail of a day-in-the-life-of-a-man-and-a-

tool-box type model would only add more bulk without necess-

* Iarily adding conceptual refinement or system insight. The

model is intended to measure differences in system outputs

and inputs resulting from different environmental and manage-

ment conditions. Exactly how all of this is brought about

in the system is not at issue.

As Pritsker puts it:

"In modeling and simulation, what is important
is relative. Models are built to be explanatory
devices... The purpose for which the model is
built should be reflected in the amount of detail
included in the model. By knowing the purpose for
which a model is built, the relative worth of in-
cluding specific details can be assessed. Only
those elements that could cause significant differ-
ences in decision making resulting from the out-
puts of the model need be considered." (Ref 36:387)

Determination of Model Parameters

Model parameters were derived from system observation as

a crewmember and as a Command Post duty controller, from con-

versations with experienced airlift personnel at HQMAC and

at the MAC Airlift System Programming Office (SPO) at Wright-

Patterson AFB, from data contained in AFR 76-2, Airlift Plan-

ning Factors, and, finally, from an analysis of a Military

Air Integrated Reporting System (MAIRS) printout from HQMAC/DO

representing thirty-days (Julian days 301 to 331 1979) of MAC

( Channel missions. The first two sources helped to round out

the conceptual framework and to determine parameter ranges
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when hard data was not available. AFR 76-2 was useful in de-

termining various aircraft capability and performance data

as well as Channel route information. Finally, the actual*1 MAIRS data were used to establish average cargo weights, de-
parture frequencies and flight times. In using the IvAIRS

data al. C-5 and C-141 flights operating from east coast bas-

es to European destinations were identified. These were then

taken to represent the aggregated mission data base of the

"conceptual" port model. As an aid in the analysis of the

MAIRS data a computer program, DATANAL, was written. The

computer FORTRAN code listing and printouts are included in

Appendix A. The mission parameters derived in this manner

and used in the model are summarized in Table 3-1. In addi-

tion to giving average parameter values the program also com-

puted frequency data and printed this out to give a "picture"

of the general distribution of the data. All of these fact-

ors were taken into consideration in establishing the para-

meters and distributions used in the model.

Truck cargo unloading times on a per ton basis were de-

rived both from Porte's study (Ref 34) and system observation.

Aircraft cargo loading and unloading service times in hours

per ton were determined in a similar marnner. The maintenance

service times are assumed to be uniformly distributed. This

assumption is based on system observations, as well as, from

conversations with the personnel at the MAC SPO. The fueling

times are computed from AFR 76-2 information and from fueling

( rate capabilities obtained from the MAC SPO. The fuel plan-

ning procedures outlined in A.FR 76-2, while not directive
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TABLE 3-1Ii Simulation Parameters Derived From MAIRS Data
(US-to-Europe Missions)

PARAMETERS C-5 c-l1

Cargo Weight (tons) 27.9 6.8 15.6 5.6

FihTie(hours) 7.6 o4 7.3 1.2

Interdeparture Time 13.3 10.6 3.8 3.6
(hours)

Cargo 1592.0 3120.0
(tons,total for 30
days)

Mission Sorties 57 200
(total for 30 days)
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upon aircrews, are useful as heuristics for this type model-

ing. According to AFR 76-2, enough fuel must be uploaded to

allow for 10% over planned flight time plus thirty minutes

departure and approach and forty-five minutes holding. Fuel

consumption was taken to be the average fuel consumption fi-

bures cited in AFR 76-2, that is 2025 gallons per hour for

the C-141~ and 3375 gallons per hour for the C-5. Data from

the SPO indicates that fueling rates are some 500 gallons per

minute, or 30,000 gallons per hour, from either fueling trucks

or from fuel hydrants. Consequently, the fueling service

time (FST) relationships become:

FST (C1 4l)m 0.0 675 [Flying Time x 1.1 +' 1.25] (3)

FST(C-5)= 0.1125 [Flying Time x 1.1 + 1.25] (4)

Total fuel consumption is simply this fueling service time

multiplied by 30,000.

The mission generation rate is based on an assumption

regarding fleet size. Actual MAC operations involve many

different kinds of missions so that there is no dedicated air-

craft fleet for Channel. However, for the purpose of this

study it was assumed that the C-141~ fleet, consisting of 30

aircraft, and the C-5 fleet, consisting of 16 aircraft, were

dedicated to the European Channel mission. This is based on

the observation that roughly half of the total mission acti-

vity is Channel mission and that roughly half of the Channel

missions are to Europe.

The mission generation rate is computed from the rela-

tions
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Iii

Simulation Period F

MGR = (5)
1imulation Period] FSL 240o

where

UR = utilization rate in hours per unit equipment air-
craft per day.

FT = flying time for fleet

FS = fleet size

Since FT was observed from the MAIRS data to be a normal-

ly distributed random variable then MGR is also a normally

distributed random variable with expected value given by

24.0 ECFT]
E =MGR= (6)

(UR) (FS)

Substituting the specific values of the C-141 and C-5 fleet

sizes,
0.8 E[FT ovN(7.3,1.22)]

E[MGR]I 41 = (7)
UR

1.5 E[FT - N(7.6,0.45)]
E[MGR]c-5 = (8)

The standard deviation of this distribution is estimated

to be one-fourth of the range between the maximum value ob-

served and the minimum value observed.

Tables 3-2 a,b, and c summarize the model parameters

employed.

Model Language

To model this system the Q-GERT modeling language was

:1:
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( used. Q-GERT represents Graphical Evaluation and Review

Technique with a capability for modeling waiting queues.

This particular language was chosen because the MAC airlift

system is a queue service-queue-service type system. Since

Q-GERT has an establishedpower for handling queueing systems,

its language and technique were selected. Q-GERT represents

more than a language. It is also an approach to conceptual-

izing systems as well as simulating them.

The Q-GERT tcchnique consists of two parts. First, the

pertinent activities and servers in a system are identified.

Then these system elements are represented by a Q-GERT flow

diagram. This diagram includes server numbers, service rates,

queue selection rules, and transaction flow information.

Second, this graphical representation is translated into a

series of Q-GERT instruction codes which correspond to the

different kinds of nodes, service/activities, and branching

options. The actual system simulation is done by the Q-GERT

Analysis Program. This program uses the coded instructions

to compile and analyze the network being modeled. After ter-

mination of the simulation the Analysis Program prints out

an extensive list of simulation results and statistics. (Ref

36)

There are two basic symbols in Q-GERT, the node and the

activity/service. The nodes represent "milestones, decision

points and queues." (Ref 33:3) Generally, there are three

parts to a Q-GERT node symbol: the left sector, which des-

ignates node release conditions or queue capacity informa-

tion and is drawn as a hemisphere, a center sector, which may
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be comprised of several different boxes which determine how

a transaction is treated when the node is released and a

right sector which specifies branching type: queue, deter-

ministe, probablistic, or conditional. Nodes must at least

specify release conditions and branching type so that some

nodes may appear without center sectors. The center sector

may contain information that relates to queue discipline,

statistics to be collected, how multiple transactions are to

be managed, assignment of values to attributes, and so forth

depending on the specific node being described and the op-

tions selected. Table 3-3 summarizes the Q-GERT symbols used

in the accompanying flow chart.

Transactions which originate or pass through nodes are

routed along activity branches represented by arrows drawn

between nodes. An activity may represent a time delay or a

service process. A time delay type activity begins when the

start node is released, whereas a service type activity which

emanates from a queue node, is constrained by the number of

servers serving a given activity. As a result, a service

type activity starts only when a server is free, subject to

queue discipline and server selection constraints. Activi-

ties are labeled with time delay or service time information

enclosed in parentheses. Referring to Figure 3-2, this infor-

mation may specify that time delay is a constant value, (a),

a sample from a probability distribution, (b), or determined

by a call to a user function, (c). Additionally, activities

may be labeled with a server identification number, the num-

ber of parallel servers, and stochastic or conditional se-
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(a) time delay type activity
with constant value
(Ref 33:18-48)
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(c) activity with conditional branching
(take-all) time delay determined by
call to user function (Ref 33:145-153)

Figure 3-2 Q-GERT Activity Types
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( lection information. Stochastic selection information is pro-

vided on all activities that emanate from any probabilistic

node. This information consists of a number between 0 and 1

which characterizes how often a particular activity is select-

ed in a random sampling, Figure 3-2 (b). Of course the sum

of the probabilities of all branches coming from a particular

probabilistic node must be one. Conditional selection infor-

mation consists of a FORTRAN type IF selection statement,

Figure 3-2 (c).

Figure 3-3 is a presentation of the Q-GERT network using

the symbols just described. The flow of transactions and

parameters used together with the word picture presented a-

bove should serve to clarify the approach taken to model the

MAC airlift system. In addition, the Q-GERT coding that cor-

responds to this network is included in Appendix B.

While Q-GERT is a powerful language, that is, capable

of capturing a wide range of behavior with minimal coding,

special action must be taken to extend the flexibility of the

technique. This is provided for with the inclusion of FORTRAN

coded program inserts. There are three basic program inserts:

FUNCTION UF (IFN), SUBROUTINE UI, and SUBROUTINE UO. FUNC-

TION UF uses a computed GO TO statement to branch control to

different areas of the function. Calls to FUNCTION UF(IFN)

may be made at an attribute assignment or at activity sched-

uling.

Besides returning a value for the activity or for an at-

( tribute the call may also serve to initiate other activities.

This effort is facilitated by the provision of Q-GERT sub-
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( routines. Pritsker (Ref 36:235-295) describes in detail the

use of program inserts as well as of the Q-GERT subroutines.

SUBROUTINE UI is a subroutine that is called by the Q-GERT

Analysis Program at the beginning of an individual run.

For this reason SUBROUTINE UI is used to initialize variables

that will be used during a run. SUBROUTINE UO is called at

the termination oi run and is employed by the analyst to

output desired results and statistics. (Ref 33:253-254)

Table 3-4 describes the Q-GERT variables accessed and the in-

ternal Q-GERT subroutines employed in the program inserts

written.

The FORTRAN code listing for FUNCTION UF(IFN) is in Ap-

pendix C. The sixteen different sections of FUNCTION UF(IFN)

are summarized in Table 3-5.

Model Output

There are two kinds of output generated by this model,

the standard Q-GERT analysis program output and the user

(analyst) specified output. The Q-GERT output consists of a

statistical recap of all of the nodes and activities and in-

dicates utilization of servers, average waiting time exper-

ienced in waiting queues, average between-times of statisti-

cal node releases, and so forth. The user output consists of

total ton-miles, pipeline time and so forth and is described

in Chapter V. Because they represent inputs to the airlift

system the significant factors here are flying hours, main-

tenance man-hours, port man-hours, and fuel in gallons as in-

puts. The pertinent system output responses are departure
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TABLE 3-4

Q-GERT Variable Accessed and Subroutines Used
; (Ref 36)

VARIABLE/ DESCRIPTION ARGUMENT
SUBROUTINE OF VALUE LIST

NAME OR FUNCTION

GATRB(J) Returns value of J = attribute num-
Jth attribute of ber
transaction being
processed.

NO(J) Returns random va- J = parameter set
riate from normal
distribution

NREL (NODE) Value either of NODE node number
number in queue of interest
of Q-node NODE,
of remaining re-
quirements for
release of node
NODE

NRUN current run num-
ber

NRUNS total number of
runs reqLested

NTC(NODE) number of trans- NODE = node number
actions that have of interest
gone through node
NODE since begin-
ning of simulation

PA.TRB(ATTRJ) assigns value of J = attribute num-
ATTR to attribute ber
J of transaction ATTR = value to be
being processed assigned

PTIN (NODE, puts a transaction NODE = node number
TIME, TIMEM, into network at of interest
ATT) node NODE, at time TIME = time delay

TNOW+TIME, mark for initiat-Itime is TIVIM,ATT ing trns
is the attribute action
vector



( TABLE 3 -4j (continued)

VARIABLE/ DESCRIPTION ARGUMENT
SUBROUTINE OF VALJUE LI ST

NAME OR FUNCTION

TIMEM =mark time
of trans-
action

ATT = attribute
vector for
new trans-

action

TMARK(IDUV) returns TMARK as IDUMV dummy ar-
the time the cur- gument
rent transaction
was marked

TNOW current si mula-
tion time
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(. TABLE 3-5

Noe FUNCTION UF(IFN) Description

IFN CALLED AT USE
1 Nodes: 125,225,145 Assigns value of TNOW to at-

and 245 tribute

2 ACT,6,7 Assigns value to UF of nor-
mally distributed random va-
riate -for maintenance ser-
vice type and aircraft type

3 ACT,106,110 Computer fueling time from
ACT,206,210 aircraft type and flying

time

4 Nodes 62 and 72 Used to pass attribute va-
lues through a SELECT Node
because both transactions
have unique values that
must be retained. Uses air-
craft type and destination

5 ACT,120,121 Takes values stored in UF 4
ACT,220,221 and assigns them to new tran-

saction that emerges from
SELECT node. Computes air-
craft loading time based on
load weight

6 Nodes 128 and 228 Takes crew show time to pass
through MATCH node.

7 ACT,131,132 Assigns crew show time saved
ACT,231,232 from UF 6 to aircraft trans-

action

8 Nodes 141 and 142 Used to determine departure
reliability if on-time UF =
1.0, if late UF = 2.0

ACT,141,142 Departure release time is
AC ,241,242 computed and returned in UF.

If transaction is late UF =
0.0. If on-time or early
aircraft is held for:
UF=TMARK(FDUM )+15.5--TNOW
time units
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TABLE 3-5 (continued)

IFN CALLED AT USE

10 ACT,80,81 Computes aircraft offloading
time and returns it in UF and
updates aircraft arrival
counters and delivery ton
counters.

11 ACT,81,85 Mission report. Computes
values for mission ton miles,
crew day, capacity utilization,
etc.

12 Node 11 Generates port report. In-
dicates numbers of truck ar-
rivals and tons delivered,
aircraft arrivals and tons
delivered, and port level in
tons.

13 ACT,54,56 Computes truck unloading time
and updates truck arrivals,
truck tons delivered, and port
level.

14 Nodes 60 and 70 Used to accumulate load weights
for C-141 and C-5 loads. As-
sembles 5 loads for C-141 and
computes weight of 5 loads, as-
sembles 9 loads for C-5 and
computes weight. Also tallies
port maintenance man hours.

15 ACT,61,62 Passes load weights computed in
ACT,71,72 UF14 to the assembled load

transaction which represents an
aircraft "load".

16 Nodes 110 and Used to simulate effect on low
210 on hand port levels. A check

is made of load queue, the as-
sembly node is checked and dum-
my loads generated until the
assembly node releases to the
load queue.
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reliability, total ton miles, and pipeline time. Maintenance

man-hours are tallied in UF2, as unscheduled maintenance, as

service hours times crew size where crew size for each type

of maintenance work is specified in Table 3-2. Maintenance

man-hours are also tallied in UF3, where fueling occurs, man-

hours here is crew size times fueling time as determined a-

bove. Additionally, a constant is added to account for rou-

tine maintenance items, 3 hours for C-141s and 6 hours for

C-5s. Port man-hours are tallied in UF13, UF14, UF10 and UF8.

Here again man-hours are computed as either a constant value

or as the product of service time and crew size. The res-

ponse parameters are determined in UFll, the mission report

area of FUNCTION UF, and in SUBROUTINE UO. Departure relia-

bility is taken as the quotient of the number of releases of

node 143 to the number of releases of node 145 for C-141

launch reliability and the quotient of the number of releases

of node 243 to the number of releases of node 245 for C-5

launch reliability. Total ton-miles is the summation of in-

dividual mission ton-miles, both values are calculated in

UFll. Mission ton-miles is computed as the product of cargo

weight (attribute 6) and the distance flown. The distance

flown is not as straight forward as would seem. That is,

the distributicon in flying time is due to the wide variety of

Channel missions flown from the east coast to Europe as well

as the differences in the same mission due to wind differen-

ces. Distance flown, then, is the product of flying time and

block speed, where block speed is defined as the average speed

of a mission from block-out, parking spot departure, to block-
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in, destination parking spot arrival. The longer a mission

leg is, the relatively more time spent at enroute cruise speed

and therefore the faster is the block speed. Equations for

relating total flight time to block distance flown (BDF) were

determined from a least squares fit of data in AFR 76-2 using

values of 0.76 MACH enroute airspeed for C-5s and 0.74 MACH

enroute airspeed for C-141s. These equations are:

BDFC_ 1 4 1 = [424.78 x Flying time - 176.79 miles] (9)

BDFC-5 = [445.98 x Flying time - 185.88 miles] (10)

Finally, pipeline time, measure of cargo time in MAC system,

is measured from the time cargo arrives at the port truck ter-

minal to the time the cargo arrives at destination. In ac-

tuality, pipeline time continues until the cargo is actually

consigned to the user at destination. This was not modeled.

In addition, the pipeline time is that of the oldest cargo

on the aircraft, since aircraft loads are comprised of sever-

al truck loads.

Model Verification and Validation

This section describes the efforts made to establish mo-

del credibility. Model credibility is established in two

steps, verification and validation. Verification is the deter-

mination that the model flow or algorithm performs as planned.

That is, the values are computed as they should be and the

transactions occur as they should. In essence the model does

S( what the modeler wants it to do. The second step is consi-

derably more difficult. Validation is the process of es-



( tablishing that the model does what the real system does,

that is, it behaves as the real system behaves given the con-

ditions subsumed by the model parameters. (Ref 48:247)

Verification can be accomplished by using numerous print

statements to follow a transaction along. Diagnostic outputs

can also be scrutinized to insure reasonableness of results.

$ In addition the Q-GERT Analysis Program has a "trace" option

which actually prints out the flow of all transactions from

node to node and along one service activity after another as

determined by the network. This simplifies verification con-

siderably.

Validation is another 'matter. Somehow the model results

must be compared to actual system results for the same condi-

tion, that is, same value of critical input factors. To va-

lidate the model twelve runs of the network were made using

the parameters and distributions derived from the IVAIRS data.

The Q-GERT Analysis Program printout from one of these runs

is in Appendix D. Table 3-6a summarizes the input parameters.

Table 3-6b summarizes the output parameters. The actual to-

tal flying hours for the activity described by the MAIRS data

were 1893.2 and the actual total ton-miles were 16,044,700.

Note that when the ton-mile algorithm described in (9) and

(10) above is used the total ton-miles become 14,310,400.

Note that the total ton-miles for the model is very sensitive

to the cargo arrival rate. This is one of the factors mani-

pulated in the experiments. Generally, the model generated

( output parameters compare favorably with actual system data,

so that one can have reasonable confidence in the model's
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ability to portray system behavior at the macro level. Fur-

ther validation could be accomplished using a "Turing" approac.

(Ref 48t252)

Summary

This chapter has described the system simulation model

used in the study. The rationale and objectives of the simu-

lation study were discussed. System assumptions and model

limitations were presented. Next the process by which the

model itself was constructed was described. This included a

discussion of how parameters were determined and a descrip-

tion of Q-GERT terminology and syn.bols. Following this was

a discussion of the user function/subroutine inserts, as well

as, some of the computational algorithms. Finally, a brief

discussion of model verification and validation was included.

Verification of the model was accomplished by the use of

print statements to analyze computation and output reason-

ableness and by the use of the Q-GERT trace feature. Vali-

dation of the model was by comparing system output parameters

including flying hours, sorties generated, and ton-miles

carried to actual values reported in the MAIRS data. When

allowances were made for the ton-mile algorithms employed as
well as the cargo arrival rate it was found that the agree-

ment between the two sets of parameters was good so that an

assumption of functional validity is not an unreasonable one.

The next chapter, Chapter IV, Research Design, discusses how

experiments were conducted with the system simulation and how

the results of these experiments were treated.
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IV Experimental Desig'

Chapter III discussed the system simulation model that

was developed to investigate productivity measures. This

chapter discusses how the system model was used and the ex-

periments that were conducted.

Experimental Objective and Approach

The objective of the experiments was to determine which

factors affect system output, as measured by ton-miles, pipe-

line time and departure reliability.

The simulation model of the MAC airlift system has many

factors that can be independently varied. Table 4-1 lists

some 24 of these factors. The list is not an exhaustive one.

A two level factorial design experiment with each of these

factors and all their various combinations would require 224,

or nearly 17 million, computer runs. Furthermore, not all

of the 224 combinations are significantly different from one

another. As a result, an aggregated factorial design was

selected.

The three aggregate factors that were selected for the

experiment weres 1) Pre-departure nonscheduled maintenance

rate (PDNMR), 2) cargo arrival rate (CAR), and.3) mission ge-

neration rate (MGR). The pre-departure nonscheduled mainte-

nance rate is defined here as the rate at which last minute

aircraft discrepancies requiring maintenance are discovered

during the crew's preflight of immediately before take off

during engine start and taxi. With reference to the Q-GERT

network, Figure 3-3, the nonscheduled maintenance rate is theI, -81-



TABLE 4-1

List of Variable Factors

1. Cargo Arrival Rate

2. Aircraft/Mission Generation Rate--C-141

3. Aircraft/Mission Generation Rate--C-5

4. Pre-departure Unscheduled Mainteanace Rate--C-141

5. Pre-departure Unscheduled Maintenance Rate--C-5

6. Service Times--Truck Unloading

7. Service Times--Cargo Processing

8. Service Times--Cargo Movement

9. Service Times--Aircraft Cargo Loading/Unloading

10. C-141 Engine Maintenance

11. C-141 Hydraulic Maintenance

12. C-141 Electrical Maintenance

13. C-1 41 "Other" Maintenance

14. C-5 Engine Maintenance

15. C-5 Hydraulic Maintenance

16. C-5 Electrical Maintenance

17. C-5 "Other" Maintenance

18. Server Numbers (Manning) Truck Unloading Crews

19. Server Numbers (Manning) Cargo Processing Crews

20. Server Number (Manning)-Engine Maintenance Crews

21. Server Numbers (Manning) Hydraulic Maintenance Crews

22. Server Numbers (Manning) Electrical Maintenance Crews

23. Server Numbers (Manning) "Other" Maintenance Crews

24. Server Numbers (Manning) Aircraft Loading Crews



fraction of the time an aircraft transaction takes the branch

from Pre-departure Node 132, to Maintenance Node 1, for C-141s,

or from Pre-departure Node 232 to Maintenance Node 1, for C-5s.
The cargo arrival rate is defined as the speed at which cargo

arrives at the port. The rate is established by setting the

mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution func-

tion which governs cargo interarrivalo In Figure 3-3, this

cargo arrival rate corresponds to the normally distributed

activity that goes from Arrival Node 50 and loops back to it-

self to schedule a new arrival. The mission generation rate

is established by defining the mean and standard deviation

for the normal distribution function which governs the time

between mission generations. Referring to the same Q-GERT

network the mission generation rate governs the flow of

transactions from mission generation Nodes 105, for C-141s,

and 205, for C-5s, back to themselves.

These three particular aggregate factors were chosen

because each represents a particular stress on the system and

a demand on a resource. The unscheduled maintenance rate fun-

nels aircraft transactions through the maintenance complex

causing delays and requiring manhours for service. The cargo

arrival rate creates a demand on port man hours for unloading

and port processing. There are also storage expenses asso-

ciated with given rates of cargo, although these are not spe-

cifically modeled. The mission generation rate is a reflec-

tion of the burden placed on the maintenance personnel to ge-

nerate aircraft, on the port personnel to load them, and the

flight crews to fly them.
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Two discrete levels for each factor, PDNMR, CAR, and MGR,

were determined. Table 4-2 illustrates the parameters select-

ed for each level of each factor.

TABLE 4-2

Simulation Experimental Parameters

FACTOR LEVEL VALUE

PDNR 1 C-5/C-14i 0.2
2 C-5/C-141 0.5

mean sigma min max

CAR 1 1.5 0.3 0.375 4.5

2 0.5 0.1 0.125 1.5

mean sigma min max ute rate4
MGR 1 C-51 6.333 7.5 0.0 30.0 1.8

C-141: 1.825 3.0 0.0 13.0 3.2

2 C-5: 3.8 6.75 0.0 27.5 3.0
C-141: 1.168 2.0 0.0 9.0 5.0

* where the "ute rate" or utilization rate is as de-

fined in Chapter III, that is, flying hours per fleet

aircraft per day. In this instance the C-5 "Channel

fleet" consists of i6 aircraft and the C-141 "Channel

fleet" consists of 30 aircraft as determined in Chap-

ter III.

( With the factors and levels determined a series of runs

was made with all possible combinations of each factor at
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each level. Table 4-3 depicts the run number and the level

value for each factor. The same run numbers are used in re-4 porting the results in Chapter VT.

TABLE 4-3

Computer Experiment Cases

RUN # LEVELS
PDNMR CAR MGR

2 12 2

3 112

4 2 2 1

5 211

6 1 21

7 2 2 2

8 2 12

It should be noted that the cases do not necessarily

correspond to an actual real situation. In fact some of the

cases may correspond to a pathological instance of the system,

as, say, in case #8 which represents a high non-scheduled

maintenance rate, a low cargo generation rate, and a high mis-

sion generation rate. One can almost visualize the confusionl

This is an example of the capability of a simulation model

investigating an infeasible or undesirable system condition.
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Data Analysis

Three iterations of each of the simulation runs depicted

in Table 4-3 were run with a particular random number seed

for each interation. The results of these runs are tabulated

in Table 5-1. The data obtained from the simulation were

analyzed graphically by plotting the results of each case

against cases corresponding to different levels of one or

other of the factors. Then productivity ratio indices were

computed for each run. These were ratios of ton-miles to fly-

ing hours, and so forth. The results observed by comparing

these indices are compared with the results surmised from

the graphical evaluation. The data results, as well as, the

graphical analysis and the analysis of indices are described

in Chapter V--Experimental Results.

Summary

This chapter described the experimental design employed

to exercise the simulation model. Because of the large number

of discrete factors involved in the model a factorial design

involving three aggregated factors, pre-departure nonsched-

uled maintenance rate, cargo arrival rate, and mission gene-

ration rate was selected. These three factors were chosen

on the basis of their potential impact on the total system.

Eight distinct cases (different combinations) of the factors

were simulated. The data analysis consisted of graphical

evaluation and comparison of these results with observations

from comparison of productivity indices. The results of the

experiment and the analysis are presented in Chapter V.
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V Experimental Results

Described in this Chapter are the results of the simula-

tion experiments that were conducted. Described in Chapter

IV, the experiments were conducted in order to identify sig-

nificant factor and factor interrelationships impact on total

system productivity. The results of the graphical analysis

of simulation results are depicted here.

Simulation Output

The output from the system simulation consisted of the

Q-GERT Analysis Program statistical output, an example of

which is included in Appendix D, and the user specified out-

put, which is tabulated in Table 5-1. It should be empha-

sized that the maintenance man-hours and port man-hours are

not illustrative of actual values. In reality there are many

activities apart from direct Channel mission support that add

to total man-hours. What the values in Table 5-1 represent

are an estimation of direct Channel mission support man-hours.

The other values represent reasonable estimations of actual

system parameters within the bounds of the assumptions and

objectives discussed in Chapter III.

Data Analysis

The simulation results were plotted so that the impact

of each factor and factor level could be assessed. The cir-

cled number refers to the run numbat, and is situated at the
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mean of the three iterations for that run. Note that the

launch reliability scale has been translated in going from

the base PDNMR to the high PDNMR. Also the size of the scale

for launch reliability was chosen to reflect the same rela-

tive amount of change in .the launch reliability index as in

the ton-mile output or as in pipeline output. Figures 5-la

and b are the plots of ton-miles versus cargo arrival rate.

Figure 5-la corresponds to the base pre-departure nonsched-

uled maintenance rate while Figure 5-lb corresponds to the

high pre-departure nonscheduled maintenance rate. In both

figures the effect of the higher cargo rate on total output

is apparent. At higher cargo arrival rates port levels, and

hence load selectivity, are higher so that aircraft capacity
utilization is higher. Similarly, at higher mission genera-

tion rates, corresponding to higher aircraft utilization rates,

total output in ton-miles is higher. Note that this relation-

ship holds whether the pre-departure nonscheduled maintenance

rate is high or low.

Figures 5-la and b also depict plots of launch (depart-

ure) reliability versus cargo rate. In either case the cor-

respondence between departure reliability and mission gene-

ration rate or cargo arrival rate is not certain. When the

transition is made from low unscheduled maintenance rate to

high unscheduled maintenance rates the drop in departure re-

liability is evident and expected. With more aircraft need-

ing unplanned pre-departure maintenance more aircraft will be

delayed beyond scheduled departure time.

Figures 5-2a and b illustrate the relationship between
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pipeline time, cargo arrival rate and pre-departure unsched-

uled maintenance rate. It should be noted that the pipeline

times are useful only for the purposes of comparing different

model environments and policies. The model values do not re-

late to actual pipeline times which are typically several

times higher because they include transshipment times and

more complicated interaction. The most obvious relationship

noted from Figures 5-2a and b is that pipe line time increas-

es as the cargo arrival rate increases. This should not be

surprisin as cargo arrives faster unless mission generation

keeps pace the cargo will stagnate. Note that whereas the

high cargo arrival rate is three times that of the low cargo

arrival rate, the high mission generation rate is not quite

twice the lower rate.

In figure 5-2a there appears to be no relationship be-

tween the pipeline time and departure reliability. Similar-

ly, in Figure 5-2b it is seen that while high unscheduled

maintenance rates lengthen the pipeline time, the departure

reliability index improves in one instance and remains level

in the other.

It can be concluded from these experiments that under

the circumstances described and modeled the departure relia-

bility index is not a measure of system productivity. In

-i j fact there appears to be no correlation between departure

reliability and system output in general. This can be at-

tributed to the fact that departure reliability measures only

one activity, departure, against one standard, scheduled de-

parture time. This is not to suggest that departure reliabi-
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lity is not a worthwhile goal but only that it does not cap-

ture any of the output dynamics of the system. For that

matter neither dies concentration on pure output measures.

In general output measures indicate how much, or how long.

There is no indication of cost or general effectiveness of

effort.

To compare the different simulation runs from a produc-

tivity point of view a number of productivity indices were

devised and calsulated for each run, each iteration. The re-

sults are displayed in Table 5-2. The indices were calculat-

ed as follows:

Total Ton-Miles
INDEX (A) =

Total Maintenance Man-Hour

Total Ton-MilesINDEX (B) =
Total Port Man-Hour

Total Ton-Miles
INDEX (C) =

Total Fuel Consumption

Total Ton-Miles
INDEX (D) =

Total Flying Hours

Total Ton-Miles
INDEX (E) =

(Total Maintenance And Port Man-Hours)

Total Ton-Miles

INDEX (F) =

Total C-5 and C-141 Sorties
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Pipeline Time
INDEX (G) =100.0

Port Man-Hours

INDEX (H) =Total Departure Reliability

Total Maintenance Man-Hours

INDX () =(Total Ton-Miles + Total On-Time Departures)

100.0

The value of these indices is in comparing apparently

equivalent situations. That is, two or more instances where

the output is about the same. By considering the input 1ev-

els or the resources consumed, together with the output level

a better idea emerges of how effectively resources including

man-hours, are utilized.

For example, runs 2 and 7 in Table 5-1 have comparable

ton-mile output. Run 2 represents a situation in which the

PDNMR is at the base rate, while both the cargo arrival rate

and the mission generation rate are high. Run 7 represents

a similar situation except that the PDNMR is also high, con-

sequently the direct maintenance man-hour requirements to

support the Channel mission would be higher. This becomes

more evident when the values of index A, ton-miles per main-

tenance man-hour, for runs 2 and 7 are compared. Index A for

7 is only seventy percent of what index A is for 2. The si-

tuation in run 7 could be expected to breakdown over a period

of time unless the pre-departure maintenance rate could be

improved.

Comparisons between other situations can also be made.
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There is nothing magical about an index. The usefulness of

an index is in putting complex situations into a simpler

framework for easier comparison. Productivity indices may

also be used for comparing the performance of a single unit

over a period of time. Integrated into a program of sta-

tistical analysis the productivity index can serve as a con-

trol device for initiating management action or closer scru-

tiny. Well constructed indices can also measure inertia of

a system, how well or how poorly the system adjusts to changes

in conditions. As such, a series of indices could be devel-

oped to predict system capacity under given conditions.

An appropriate set of productivity rates measures for

the MAC system depends on both the critical processes and MAC

Commander's assessment. For example, one of the critical

processes of the MAC airlift system is the generation of air-

craft to support mission requirements. Therefore, maintain-

ing sortie productivity ratios for particular channels could

point up patterns for decreasing actual aircraft requirements

while maintaining training levels and ton-mile output levels.

Summary

Chapter V has presented the results of the simulation

experiments conducted as described in Chapter IV. The con-

clusion from the experiments is that departure reliability

does not track system output. Consequently, departure relia-

bility as a system measure of productivity is inadequate. A

number of productivity ratio indices were described and com-

puted for each of the runs and tabulated in Table 5-2. The
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indices can be used for comparing instances with similar

output or for comparing the same conditions with varying out-

puts. As a ratio of system output to system input the indices

are also useful for flagging management action and attention

and in guiding management planning.

9
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VI Conclusions and Recommendations

This study has examined the MAC peacetime airlift system.

In particular, the objective has been to develop a measure

of productivity or rather an approach to measuring system

productivity. In the process considerable pains were taken

to define the MAC system, its environment and its system pro-

ductivity. A simulation model was developed to study how

operations, maintenance and transportation interact to gene-

rate output from the system. A number of experiments were

conducted with the model to examine what happens to system

input and output under certain circumstances. From this ef-

fort a number of conclusions can be drawn and a number of re-

commendations can be made. This Chapter presents both.

Conclusions

1. Departure reliability is not suitable as a productivity

measure because it is not sensitive to system output. As an

effectiveness measure it is limited to the assessment of an

activity not an output. Furthermore, unduly emphasizing de-

parture reliability actually works against system producti-

vity by neglecting output.

2. The use of indices to measure output level to input level

ratios can serve as a tool to compare one unit with another

in terms of productivity. Additionally, a unit can gauge its

own productivity over a period of time by the use of produc-

tivity ratios. The exact formulation of the ratio depends on

the situation at hand. However, a particular resource or
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manpower shortage would suggest designing a ratio measure to

track output as a function of critical resources.

3. The real impact of productivity management comes from

j focusing on productivity and the approaches to its enhance-

ment.

Recommendations

The areas of productivity measurement and of productivi-

ty management appear to offer potential for exploitation

by the MAC system in general and bear further investigation.

By focusing airlift management attention on system output

and the means to increase this output rather than on the sys-

tem constraints, productivity management in MAC could open

new avenues for capability enhancement. Contingency planning

could be improved if planning factors were derived from es-

tablished productivity measures. In line with this, airlift

training exercises planned and executed with an eye to system

productivity would benefit contingency planners and airlift

managers alike by pointing up the real costs and limitations.

Finally, the findings of this study could be enhanced

by the inclusion of the return leg from Europe as well as mul-

tiple destinations, in the MAC system model. Furthermore,

by employing a blocking experimental design many more factors

in the model could be investigated and controlled. With more

iterations of each case the results could be analyzed using

analysis of variance, statistical significance testing and

linear regression techniques.
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Appendix A

FORTRAN Code Listing of DATANAL ProgramI and Sample Output
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APPE'401X A AAA OTA ITV

PRGA AAAiIIU.UPT VEl5=0UTPUT,TA;Fr!=INPUT)

SBTENS C C 4

IF(DAY(ILT sN.,) -0 T I) 9c

SB14 C. a 344*f.

SFDET Do' +FYT1

IPA = SPA * AX
REACAYRGORI~FY7T 9C-G Av C~kG3(1 )
IFDYl~,9)GO TO

A = FOAT'(I) /

HMA = HSHHH 00aC
CALL ORTHI+ OUM

CALLT STFLYT)FYTI
CAL =SRT(I+,AXV
SCALO ST!CGO)+Ck3?

2 TI± = =HU~ I DA()''.
ABI = TOAT(l)
00 3 = 2, IT/
TIIIIJ = SPAX/)AJ~3U UI

3 SBTI = S * 81r4(J

CALL SORT(ItPA')

SBT14= SBTIM/A)
0O 3 J 2 , 1

9OEV(K) =(9TIM(K)-?SA?.)"2*1
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APPE4VIX A: DATANAL FORTRAN LISTTIV

FDEV(K) = (FLY T(M -FRAR)~.1POEM() = (PAX('() - FA)2
4fDEV(K) = (CVfZGO(K) - C31F '?
SBDEV = SBOEV + 8CEV('()
SFVEV =SFOEV + FOFV(K)
SPCEV = SPDEV + PEV00'

4 SCDEV =S# DEV + COEM()
BVAR = SBOEV/A-i)
FVAR = SFDEV/(.A-i)
PVAR = SPDEV/(A-1)
CVAR = SCflEV/(A-i)

810 CTI1(I) - STTM(1))/i'1*
FIG = (FLYT(T) -FLYT(i))/Ir.

PO=(PAX (r) -PA X (I) )/i . .2
W^C= (rCA'ZG;0U - c4 .C)(1) ).,j

WRITEU,ij ') IRUNA"E, Av'qME

WRITE(F ,iVOi) ACOJE(i)3,r FP ArP9TTMU),3TY()p?,

9(1) = 3TI M(1)
FM(i = FLVTQi)

P()= PAX ( )
1%v()= C ARGO0C(.)

D0 5 L = 2, 11
S(L) = B(L-1) + BI!
F (L) = FC(L- i) + FIC
PCIL) P (CL-1) + PilC
C (L) C C(L- i) + GI.
10 7 M It ,IV'

KF (M) 5
'(F(M) 0

7 KC(M) 3

DO 8 MM4 It 1T
IF(RTIM(N!4) *GrE.2(M) AN). t7,r(" 4) =L~lNi)~N KP(N) + 1.
rF(FLYT(NM-) sGEsF(N)Atil.FIN7 ki)*LT*F(N+IH Kc(N) = FM' + I
IF(PAX(NM)eGE.'P(N)eA'4r*P )('14)*LT9P(N+i))( 4) = Kr(N) 4. 1
IF MAO,0CMM9) GEC(N),k,'10 01!GMNM) LT*C(N1i))K~C(N) KC(A) + I

a CONTI-1UF

WRITE' ( S9If ^ 3) ACODE M.), (K(F 00) N.i I)

GO TO 88
C 4* F 1 T STArEMNETS
99' FCRV&TC2AIJ)
1010 FOR4ATCIHIi2X, 13,' TR~tI1AC1IV'NS 0BSERVf/*12A1.!//q?Xj
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APPc-'DTX 41 DOTANAL FOkTRAN LISTIt-G

to" lUA ITITY AVERAGE VA, ANC E KI4-V LUE It X-V!LUE RTEN

2T H")
lq 1 FnP4A T (IHn 9X A 8 93 X, F7.1 2 )tF 2.o13X F 8.ly -.X 9F 8 1 -'X F6 i)
1-1 q2 F ORM AT (t WH 29X 9 "FPErU!:'IC Y CA' T "//20X I *3Y i2))

WOq3 FCRMAT (IHW, 9X, A8 2x ti(2X, 13))
99 Z ONTINU--

STOP "END OF PROGRAM'"
END

714
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7TPAt4SA'3TIONS O93SERVED/C-! (US-FUR) MAX R0G

O(JAJTITY AVE:RAGE VARIANCE MI -IFALUE MAY-VAL UE 7 TEN 7HI TWIMEI 13.3 l13s S 3705 3.7
FLYTIMEt 7.6 .2 6.3 be? .2

CAR';300 ~5erU.2 18718199?.9 ~9165*0 9c973'.*a 8'63*j

FREOUENCY OAT t

1 3 4 5 6 7 9 ic

9T'lrrmEo i5 7 9 3 5 4 2 3 2

FLYTYMEI i u 2 1) ?1 t. ±

PASS:pNG~t 2~ 6 4 3 7 3 3 3 2 5

CAR'73PP: 2 4 18 14 £2 c 4 f!

51 TRANSACTION~S OFSERVEDfC-5 CELP-US) M~AX R4G

OUAVTTTY AVrkAGE VARIAKNC- MI P-VALUE 4A<-VAILtiE RTFNTH

STWTrMEI 1.206 155*4i .3 560.i 5.6

FLYTIMFI 9.6 6083 12*2

PASS4GPI 29.6 751.4 0.0 7L*3 704

CARSOPOI 51221*F 391934316.9 COG ~~7j 9e

FREGLENCY O3T I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9~ io

BTwrTmrs 22 13 9 .. 5 4 1 0 1

FLYrTmtE 6 6 ii 15 12 2 D

PASSNSR' 2 6 3 1 4 1 3 i

CAMP0'o 4 3 09 22 16 D a 2



21"~ TRANSACTIONS OSSERVED/1-.1 CIJc-rUR) MAX R4lG

QUAV~ITY AVERAGE VARIANCE MIN-VALUE M AX- VALU E FT ENfIjO TWTIMI'E 3s8 12se .0 15.6G 1.6
FLYTIMFI 7.3 1.5 4.7 1C43 .6

PAS54GRI 7.7 285.7 a.0 8FOG 6.5

C AR S DP 0 3iiq9o7 12656232?*SC 0.0 ?' 282ou 5L280?

FREQUENCY DiTl

1 2 3 4 3 b 7 e 9 10

BTWT!MFs 76 40 21 17 1? 412 8 r

FLyrIM7: 21 13 2 13 E2 F7 12. 2 7 11

PASS'4GP: .15o 24 4 5 4 2 3 2 3 c

CARSOPD: 5 6 16 11 17 1,3 f* 6 54 13 8

192 TRANSACTIONS OESERVED/i4i (EtR-US) MAX Rq

QUA'4TITY AVEPAGE VARIANCE MTI,-VALUE MAX -VA LUE RTENTH

STWTIMES 4.0 17.2 .0 21.6 2.2

FLYTI'4EI 9.3 2.2 5.8 11.9 .6

PASSNGR: 9.3 iL43.8 Doc 3203 8.2

CAR:;OPOI 2i5P3*8 747 34.49, 2 0.0 377110-3 377C.1

FREQUENCY 0 3T I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

q~~M: 86 43 21 1~3 9 5 5 r 2 1

FLYTIMEI iA ±2 0 3 24 33 35 39 21 8

PASS4G~i 1± 1 16 5 4 2 ± 1 1

CARG3001 9 4 8 4 8 13 18 ;s 65



Appendix B

Q-GERT Code Listing of Airlift Model Network

'

I



APPrNDIX 8? O-GERT COOF LISTNiG

GE49,PICHARL1,THESIS PROC-RAM,2, V-~9~i5299'.~,,O

*~~~~ i 3,1,0 1SJ :-IIT NETWORK(

A* Vfii,i,Uqci2jq-'

PORT NFTWOR(

A4 19 it 0 9 ,NO, 1 l2*I 5RIV A 4zTE-,

VrJ , 5 14

PA 9 9-,. 29 ip . 91 1* (>iC WEIGHT PAllmTERi

VAR3,6q21,1qL4qqiq4

Acr ,i &

VAS, A2 ip jr

VA S' 72,9UF, -

SOJ 91C., IC 91V C-14 I CENEF-ATION OFTWORK

V A S 91i5 1 C-1'1, 2 9I1Np1,f4 pN 3,93 C- I MI SS ION P AF41T ER k SS IG: IFNT

VfTp10rple. 9NO Y' C -14 1 *ISSID N G--4FA tOR
Wky!t 359 . o!ti-, bg 0"C -iff! lNTERrlEPA?-TIIP': PARVIETERS

ACT , 1-3 591, O, ocge0

Acr, 0!:-,iF -114-s



APPEJfl BI O-GERT CODJE LIST14G

VARq128q,tUFv6-

Acr,13j,132,uF,7*
* -. p 132tigi C*

Acr . 3 29 4j p( 8) C 8-0 C4 4 ' PREDF' Me~ "AT'F
AC"r 913 2t i , ':) ,2" C-ifsl PREDEPT NO 'AFD MAINT PC4'E
SOJt2Oqqi* C - rEI!ERATION 'Jr-TW) i(

V,'O,1,O,~,,IN1, 4 ,O,5~ ~ PIZSION PARmAqF!E- AssrGMMEoT
PA~qq7.Cqi.3-.7qoi6*C- ILYING TI~' :'-YETFF SET
Ac-67 ,21-7,10,L*C-5 I5SION GEkr);
PARA,1.3,.4,?.!,i07- C~ -5 7NTERDEPARTIRE PARAMHETERS

ACT92r!,z'lc 9,3o7* .

flUE, 2C6/FUEL0;-,

VA3 P 21Cq,39IF, jf*

OUE, !i!F/A'L0C5 (±0 )220*
SEL q MvAS',, /I,, 2,-I?215*

r)UEq ?21/ACrT)5p ( 10 2 !J'

VAS, 22! 95 9U F 9 1
ACT, 22E,?225
n. U r 72B/ CRE W (5,9 Ci-]) 2 30
VA., S 2E,& -

ACTt 231t232,qUF,7*-
REG,9 '03 2,19 19r

A c . 3 29 24 9 W" C CC-5 CRFOEPT O*Re R.ITE
A CT 923 29 1 t2) .2-v C -! p'orEPT rJ~SH)MAINT PATE

ACT,1,3,t)r.2* ENGI~IC 4AINTEAN'O E

VA-19213-115-



APPIJf)TX 8I Q-GEPT COOE LIST14G

STFtL-/ ELECTPI'Xtipi ,j91,33

ACT 9 W-9 W) .5'6 *'TtR MAINTENJA4E FEOUIREMENTS

ST&9,/SYSTMMX,., 1,F, 1

VASqil.I39,ur,8* C-iA i PELAY STATJS )ETEIRINATICV4
ArT ,t144,UF,9?4

STA,143/OAlTm1ii, ,OI*
Aft 2i4'9O0 (9)A3.GT*1'4

4 ST~tiie4/LATE141ivlqDI*
&r(1 14, 145
A CT, 14.4, 14- .-
ST!9 !45/PDST1itliliDtI*

ACT91k5t,89oAT94* C-14i FLIGHT TO 4ESTEUPS
Q(~t5 A0/OF FL 0 fl WEST CUP PORT NE'4O~t-<

SI'4, !'fI'<slii~l r-i .1 MlSSION 'rl"45ACTION SINKW
AcTq,,232, (0) Ai. EO. 53-
STh, 2'. /SYSTIMlE%±, 1,qOI
ACT, 24C.24i*
RE;, 24. jiq,
VA592!.it3,UF,8' C-o; rrLAY STATUS OFTER,1INATION
ACT, ?41,24.2 ,UF9'

ACT, 9142,24..9 (9)A3.GT eI*

A CT ?4 39 245,*
ACT924'.,24"

A cr ?4 pq 8 19AT 0 0 C~ -5L-1GHT TO WE3T1LJR

-3.16 ______ _____ ___1_

4CT9~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -i-a 99 9U91 (9 IE@* C; rINRP



APPEMDfTX 81 V)-GEkT CODE LISTIN4G

C EtNJ(IE MAINT PS'-'*TtZS

PA~qil~o~p2oL'3*C5 HYIPOULI C MX -'AET'-S
P~lqi~qZ.-.oqol :1*Cr r-LEC'rO4AVLONIl, MX PA-IAMETERR
PA~ji390.r,2.50*C5 "1WPRO mIfNT(V4'E PARAMETEqS
DA~iI.,fl5,I5 CLi. 'MrINE MA114T PA.l,,METFRF

Ci.L iLFCTVwAVIOI " MX PARMETE
PAq7plo;2G4 Ci1 'O'HEROO MAiPrNCE- P0RAME1-;S
FIN*



Appendix C

FORTRAN Code Listing of User Program Inserts



APPF'JOIX CI PPOGRAH1 INSERTS F3RTOMA LISTING

44L* A-0444f- ** 4 64 *-4a.4 .0~

45A~~JFt~r~oJUF (IFN) 1?,1IN l:7O ~rM INSEIRT*44 4M A
* #W~*v***4*CONlOL TO VARIOUS A-7t "q BY CM--~~

44#~~lTDGO TO STATEMIENT WIT'4 ArGUMENTALf 4

Tlr.~) 4L . . 4 A

* ,.4 ## #M ..1 -44MM 4 * ,i

FUNCTIONJ UF(IFN)

44#%*#*$44.4##4*' 44 &'~ I- 4*AZ * 44.** A %* f '%. iA * *,. 

4 '4 FUNWITION UF(IFtF) VArn f17 LIST ;; .,

$ARF7TIM I DESTINATION !cppAL TIVir
*ATT A ATTRP191U TE V C T 3 ( CF P. ~

CAT14l1 CAPGO Am'KIVIL .I FOR G-i
CA T I CAPGO AccrVL Tl" FOR 0-5
CRG141. ! WEIGHT Fc'Z r.-l.i LOAD 'rX
CbRG) I WSIGHT FO C-'r LCM^ TRX

*C'RUDAY % CREWDAY (INj ICIJP5) OF TRX
C CS N1 4i 0 n CE W S H'V-W T~ 1 'Ir-C'- 14 1 TRKX
CSH5 I C! EW SHjow~Im Fo:. r- TRX

*EASPORTI POkT LEVELL IN TO';S OF EASTUS PORTI * ESINO : TONS DELI'IRF'C I' _RUCK TO EIS"JS
FTIM I FLYINiG T14F 0 F T~ V

1DMy I SIPUtLATriO :.Alt COU"TEP
ILo?' I 'r -GET V.%ZAF*U (r U r P. 71i)

4 IECOUt4TI N~UMB~ER OF T~TlrK 8PVIVALS AT £LSTJS
*IFP I NUM1BEP OF E'rF1y "P,'LLETS"

IFIJ I FUNCTIO' CALL 49,WU'ENT
IMXTYP I '44INTENAN1'E -yor rrDE

4IP I MIISSION A";ZRVtL rr!,NT OPTION
* TYP I A IRCRPTT r-=- I I C-59 141 -i-41
*IWACNT I AI.-CRAFT ARIVAL COUNT AT Wr:T=J--

K 8C C-141 LOU) jrrC'lILLTTOlJ CoUqrE; V

L i r-. LOAD C.IIJLTONC3UNTEZ
MSNNO IMISSION NJMIz~ Or -RANSACTI-OqIa
NOE t 0-GEkT VA-II IRt -- flOT USEDl--
Nr MTSU I O GEnT VA TIn LS --VOT USEC-

*NK 1 00 LCOP C3LJN7 t '
N L 1 00 LOOP CIUNE' c
NREL I O)G~rptT V '-I (C', P. Mt
NRELP 1 1) -GTET VAIt 11 A PL '-?1T USED--a
NREL2 O -GERT VtjI iRLr -- 'OT USED--

* IJUN 1 0 -GET VARI InLE (mlF, P, 7C.)
* RUNS I n.-GERT VAil La? Cc* P, %.) 4L

4T f! I 0-GERT VdIn v U -- VOT USED--
*PARAM 0 '- GERT DIST Al _9"'C4 PAPAMETS1 S'!T



APPE4PfTX Cl OPOGIAM INSER~TS FaPTRPl LIS'TING

DIPE I AVERAGE P!PELIE TTME FOR RWJ
PIPTIMEI PIFELIN4E TrIr FT)' VNE MlSSIO4
Tf3EG t rQ-GE T Vi4'IA9L'7 -- t-OT USED--

*TC5 I TOTAL Ai-GO A~ 771L FED BY C-1;
*T-1'41 f TOIAL CAR130 !,7RLF BY C-ill.
*TFLY I TOTAL RUJN FLY '.4r T-14E
aTIEL I TOTAL RUNJ FLEt -0c'U?4PrION (3fLLCNS)

TMY14R I TOTAL RU!' ~IAT.KrlE ANCE HOURS
T40OW I O)-GEi-.T VA,)IAP L=- ICF* Po 71)
TONmILE ITOTAL PUN TCN !rLS

*TPMHR : TOTAL 7ZUN PC ! -1 NHOURS
TRWIL.1 I TrRANSFER eEIG r 'F C-11;i L013 TIX
TR Wl t TRA14SFER '4EIG T 'r C-ii LOAD TRX a
TW iI4i I TOTAL "kUN 0-1iS 3rVAS 174 'FSTFU:.

*TW~ f 9F t7TAL RUNI C -" A2 TVALS 114 W!.:rE~J;
STWlt41 t LOAD W-:IG-iT gr UIR~ATION VA?-C-iLi
$TW!: f LOAf) WEIG'iT AC'J"ULA~TION VAO-C-,

4 9JF I FUNCTON 'IAM7.
*UTE14Li I AVERAGE ;'IJN r-i!+' CAPACITY 'jTL.

UTE5 t AVERAGE RJtl C-S "ArACITY UlITI~:7!TIUNl'
*4WESOEL t 7ONS OF CAIGC' Nl':LFTED TO W--STEZJR I

WGTIJTE 3 W EIGHT UTILIJ7, tr N

W*vftmV*#$TRX = TRANSACTI0.'1 1 N

##~*#CAST US = EASTR4 U.S. "IR
*4SM8#$##4WESTEU-, = WEST E01 EU1O FSA': PORPTILA.

.',OMMON/OVArZ/N'9E,FT3U(5 ,1) 94 L(03 RL 1[ -E2(; )9NU
iNk'UNS3otJTC(z5'Q0) PARA'(iV ,04) ,T )F'.TNOW

* tMN/,E'/=.PO.T EaU" 'A'NJTESTNO[L, N'3EL',LTW!-iTW~,

2UTE14i vIPTC5,TC±4i
REAL UN
DIMENSION ATT(3)

**paa*(44 4,44*#t.46 :.!KSt a4,45t.*4

4 +'45 4M444 ~U.#
4*sv"***UF I RETUr-tIS VALUE 0 c 14OU FOR UF ~ *

Jp* X**KJ.444% *4*64$K* *4 ~***6#**V4L* %4*

± UF = TNOW
R ETUR'!

**4A,#.A&A 0 it. -b W. # )4 m#*J4***4f*4 Af4 it

**v***F2 DETE,_-MINES MAIN TE W4'CE SERVICE * t ~*4
*e******&TIMES* CF. TEXT Po t f *4 .$ 41 b.L.4 #

-120-



APPpF401X Cl PPCGRAM INSERTS FOR7P.811 LISTING

2 ItIXTYP = GATRQ(:!)
lF(GATF13C1) oEO.E) GO T3 1"
GO TO (22921924t25)9IXTYP

22 UP a UN(Vt)
TPIX'R =Tt1XHR + UF*3.e
R ETUR14

23 UF J()
TP4XHR TMXHF< + UF*2*3
RETURN

2& UF =UN(16)
TMXHR =TMXHZ + UF*j*Cl
RETURN

* V; UF = UNlWi)
TMXHR = TMXHR + UF*2.t
RET'IRN

3P GO TO (32v33q3-t,3)IM(TYP
32 UF = UJW(lfQ)

TMXHPS = TMXHR? + UF*3.ti
RETURN

3UP = UN(i1)
:TMXHR = TMXL4R +UF*2ot
RETURN

3j UF UN(i2)
TMXHR = TMXHP + UFioV
RETURN

35 UP = LJN(i3)
TKXHR =TMXHR + UF*2.G
R ETURN

9#$S$***44~4 *0 4~~4q4M * U *-+4+*V4

** *d *~ * r-* *1.? * *.4 *a . *a 4A4*4 k- ao.

##4X#***UF 3 DETEPMINES FUE-LltN.G 3ZOVICE *X***
#SS.T'IAND TOTAL FUEL NEEI- 1, P. 72 * ?AZ . -

3 FTIM = GATRR(L-.)
IF(GATPS(l) *En95) GO TO W,
UP (FTIMioii + ie2!5) All. 1 F73
TFUSL = TF'JEL 4 UF*3 L]3
rMXHR = TmXHR + UP + 3.0l
RETURN

'.0 UP = (FTIM MJi. + 1@25)46* 1 125;
TFUEL = TFUEL + UF3C 0)
TMXHR = TMXHR + lJF + 4

RETURN

9$TM ~ U S#*JP* USED TO PASS '4EVHT t:-F CAPGO
**"**vvENG OiJLOACEO TO AI'qCqAPT 'rZX FOR "

""*49#9#$INCLUSION IN TRX ATTql F'JT :S P. 72
44k4L$*4 44 044 4 44 *444 44~4 4#P 44 464 4 444 44 0449* .*4 4

-121-



ADPF-n!IX CI Pk.OGRAM4 INSERTS FORTFR5N LIFTING

i-I4 IF(GATI;8C2) *E065) GO T3 46F
%RMi'si = GATR (i)
CATi.,il = TIIARK (IDUM)
UF = e
RETURN

4 F~ ^,RG5 = GATRB(l)
CAT5 =THARK(I DUM)
UF = *

SUSED To SET AtVYC* -. fFT T-X ATTRI*f##**
4*sxx****BUTF 46 EO'JAL TO Cll-C- WE-rGHT* P*72

5 IF(GAT (i).EnO.,) GO T3 5~
CALL PATP8(CRGi',1,e)
CALL 0tTR8(ClTi4gi,7)
EASPOCIT = ZASORT - C P.G 4 1
tJF = CPGi'41 * @
TPMHR = TPM*1.Z + UF*2@C
RETURN
C~IALL PbIj.'-~O
CALL PfTRtU(CATS97)
EASPO~kT = f:'-'Sf3RT - Cr%4
UF = CFG5 o11
TPMHR = TPMHR + tJF*2,r,
RETURN

*4 * V 4 4 a a -4 XA 4 * A X# r # 4 #~ AL *9

********UF 5 USEU TO PASS C~eW S4CWIVE TO *#-4-

###~46E#AIPC.RACT TRANSACTION FCR 'N'LUSION
**#APw*****It' ATT RISUTE SET, Do 72,A4A6

UF c *
RETURN

5f C #SM5 = GATRI3C5)
UP = 0.97
RETURN

~~ ~ ~b 2 46 * 48 4 5 * . £ a

* #MS4*64*UF 7 USED TO SET b'F.0.,9eFT ATTKIPUTE .~V

~~ r LMUAL To AIRCct W )47T 'Es P.72 ~'

I ZF(CGAT 43 (1) C-0 5) GO T~ 0 S



APPc4T'IX Cl PPOGRAM INSERTS FJPTliAN LISTING,

%CoALL PA'rRl3CCSHli4i,5)
UF i 1 3
RETURN

* 1 CALL PAIRBCCSH5,5)
UF =2.0

R ETUIN

*#tv**#*F A USED1 TC OCEDLJLINF I1V1'(FT OR flE-A*
#xs*m4~m*JsTUSASE ON AlmeA TA.,. DP7'~

1 jUF =o

R ETURN

9 1 USE'I TO SCOH1PDJ ! 1RntFT DE- fXIL14*,N

*S""""QAjTJRQy TOAS. PN)LA. -A?'' P7*

*4Of4wU4 4## *Z #4 P6~* A4 #4 #434E

TiUF = O.O:

RETURN

4*'*4w*'UP 10 UStEC TS COIS!JSI AT'EPFT OFF-T

*4~~P~a##%VAJ. 7IMFT %NO~AL 73!1-T:AS.PT73 '"A""""

4*#SA*M4.& *W44fl*#5.R MaO444444$StP$474

L* A#4 *4 * 4 *44U44q a4. V4a44#44*k. # k6 1

11 KSx4 GA( L *

WESDE = WESDT +GAT3.6
ATM= PH+ F2l

RE-123-



APPENTX Cl PROGRAM1 !NSEkTS F3RTl'UN LISTING

~.1.PIPTI'ME = TNOW -GATRq(7)

I F(GAT R13(1) 9EO.~ GO 13
TONMILE F GA',1(-*(hT 1 ~ 7~ Q
WGTUTF G GA TIS(E)/ 32e 2
UTE1.4l UTEV.ti + WGTUTE
TWAi.41. TWAII1. + j.(i
TC14i = Ci4i + GATrc3(6
GO TO 7E6

?5 TONMILE =GATr(6)(GATk2(L')l 1.'1*98-
TC5 TC5 + GIATRB(6)
I4GTUTE = AR3f2bo
UTE5 = UTF9 + WGTUTE

TWA, =TWJ5 +4 j*.)

76 TON = TON + TCNMILE
PIFE = PIPE +PIPTIME
TFLY =TFLY +GATR,,(4)
rF(IporGT,±) GO TO 77

iWGTUTEgTO'4MXLE, PIFTI,--C(;U-Y

12 (P5.1 , X) )
77 CONTIl'r

UP
R ETURN~

*X FA 4# * **4 26 -t 4 4% 4r 444I 4 t 1 4* .4 $ F*

*#~L4eJ~1.2 USED TO GEW7ZATF PO;T FEPOP7S Wi.4j

* 4~~4 ~AND TO tPEIATTI.ALI7Z PCIT r-ArAMETERS
A DAILY BASIS. Pe"- XX4X* .44

t2 ICAY =TNOW/24.*3
IECOUNT 0
ESTNf)L Os OC
WESDEL Col
IWACNT V
UF
RET UR

A* *44 Ai *o *5A** *A & *

**"***'tiF 13 COMPUTiES TRUCK( CFrL(A- SERVCE'r4t 1 pI

*I*8411"Nuffl4T~TES AND UPDATES 001T LIE'EL DATA, x" "'
##*.J*j "13 4*1Aj9aAF
4%4 % ~~4 4$ fft*+4 4 64 4 4$$ * e *4v AO 4 4 4AJ44 4M0 '-* &--

**a.# *9* 4#IVa ***+**Jr%% #94440u.44 ~.#4.t~a5
13 IECOU4T = IECOUNT + I

ESTHOL m ESTNOJL + GATR3( 1)
*U UP GATRR(l) 4 0.16

TP'4HR = TP?4HR + UF4 I.c
q ETUN

-1 -124-



APPEmnflx ct PPOGRAN INSEFPTS FORTRP IeTING

14 USE() TO AC-11ULTF 'ISCRETE 4fW

*AtN#*4****T:-UtK LOADS INJTO PLA NE Lr)!Ic FIVE xr- .61

IF(K*LT.6) GO TO 82
K =
TW1i = OsC

82 TWli = Tw1i4 + GATRB(i)
FASPORT = EASOORT + GATR7(1)
IF(K*E..)TmWi-41 = TWi+1
'JF = :ATR'(1)
VPM.H' = TPMHR +1*
RETURN

53' L = L + I
IF(L*L'.ei') GO TO 84
L1=

84 TW!5 = 7WS + GATPS(1)
EASPORT = ASO')RT + Gt.TRO( 1)
IF(LeEQ,9) TRW"4; - TlJL,
UF = GATRB(i)
TPMI4R = TPMI{R + 1,3
RETURN

#UEAfl##.***UF 15 USE9 TO ASSlG'4 LCA3 WEIGHT TO
* 4 * f*A 4 jLOAD TP.ANSCTICNJS r4A WILL qcE LJ0a~""**

X~q*'0* 4*ED ONTO ai.,,'FT* 0,77
a~4 v a L m;r 4C6 Z4 44

15 rFCGATR'(2),;71,5) GO Tl ir
CALL PATR9CTW1'4ili)
UF= *

TO = TPMNR + 0.5
RETUR'4

Rr CALL PjATPa(TRW59i)
UF =-1 !
TPMH'.= TPMHR + 0.5
RETURN

**#J*N*J 16 USEO TO GENLi.AT- ')LMIUY LCADS'*3"r'*Y
..a.r3EDON PO:FT LEVEL *i~r LCAfr SELECTI- ?.j4 # 4j. t *&

***Av&*IY P.73 .- #4 4 ItV

4 4. *94 1I $4AL 4 -0 J9 4 AF

-125-



APPEqnflx Cl PqOGRA?4 INSERTS F07RTRI4 L7FTING

f ATT(i) = .
4 TT (4)=

ATT (6) =e
ATTM =q)

IF(GATP (1) 9Ef) D) GO TO gr
43 IFC(NR=EL (62) 9G;- o1) GO TO 3 9.

IF(t4RFL(61) .&1,C) Go To ?F
rEP = NREL(6i)
00' 94 NK = , IEP
aTT(2) = Vio 2

ATT(3)=2,'
K =K + I

44. CALL PTIN(:5iv,'eOINOW#AT7)
TRW1l = Tid.

35 UF =' ̂ ,
RETURN

I f IF(NR=L(72)*Gr*I) GO T)
IF(NREL (71) OF( 9 J GO TO -1
TEP = MRFEL(71)
DO 97 NL = i, IEP
ATT(2) = r,
ATT(3) =2&a

37 CALL PTIN(7ii,.0,TNOW,ATT)

98 UF =)o
RETURN
END

If# Ws$ 4.# ^.J4,0-- 404 A 41 V 4f J A464 A rV -~ x-

*wKA*4-Ul!0Jl4 UI I USZED TC I\T!IALI'E
**t***z**APIA3L;FS INTERNAL TO T!J4V T!Ot UIFATr.f
***v-4-v*qT4F eEGINING O~r EAC4 Ff1- .06a

A* *** * * A 4 #44 * #F* *4 4 4 JM 44J.' J44 Ab~'.# 4It444 It I A-A itj k414

SUOROJ'INE UI

ITRW14iqTRw 3,TJ~IPTPE,T ',iTWA t44-TMYHr-.,TP4H,k,1FUL FLUT.01

2UTE1IIFTCpTGTCi-4i
44 A1 IfA a 4 44 * 4I4 *******A 4654 4a 4 4*444.g *.4K3% j 1 4 a~

44 444 4L 41 54 *4. 4W 6 'drV. A 4. #44 *4 4 X 4A% *#' .

MISSION REPORT PRT~:T nPTION 0 X-*4a44*
* 444444444 *4.'*Ab *A**

IP =i I Fc 3T
IP I I N~O PR 'N-445,3
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4PPE~flIX Cl PROGFAM INSEPTS FJRT.!i 1.I"TING

4* IF* *4a4A***#4'# %Si&A 10*11 16 *Jr. J'*4 4# 0f ~.. aA 4 4 A 4

TC14 = e

EASPOtRT L
KffrL
WESOEL beC
IWACNT =0

IFCOJ1!T=
ESTNDL 0=
TW1i Oe
t W5 = 1
TRWi.41 Qe%
TRWr;i .
TON = r0
PIPE = ;f
TEA = -
TWA5 =1
rWA141
T MXHIR= u
T PMH.R= e
TFIJEL = Ca3
rFLY = 0*
UTES mt
UTE14l 0 s 0
IF(NRUN.Er.2.) REWIND 7

io0' FORMAT(iHi, ** /C ms N Ft-3 DEPT AR~s FLY C~p -pl
I PIPE CREW" ,/,2Xl-lYP NO 's TIME Tf$ M" I71E TIME TONS JTE
? MILES LINE DAY2. / ,I2Xvi 38*= las

RET UR'N
END

$#**SUl~v*OIJROT4_ LDt USE) TO r.l' I~T E & V F P .r
9*v 4 ***AE RUN Pf-lAMET~r'S F~. LV'JH
f46*v-* M '8LITYj CAPACITY UTILT'?aTlClU Amr) xf"4k+;

##$#U4#OFLIJ~T':IES, AS Vl!LL 4' -0 P' INT
SVALUES OF QUJ PET7'~ OF IN- 0 1

*#S4#WTE~xTl TOTrL TONMILESp'f Fl G E PIPE*
'L1 N7 TI ME, CVEPALL L AU t" Rr LIA- .*A1

*fA**vv9! L !TY , TO TAL MAINTE4.C1 MfNHOURS, 9 Ilo ATat I
#*##**0A PO' T 'AtHOUFS9 Tr . 'rU5Lq TO-fA*+

****s,*#***JTL7ATION V4iLUESq TO7AL A!!r<CtAFT ~AA4
#&O*~4~VALS9 A~ND TOTAL TONhS CA!R I EO )k

A£'#S"***3Y EFACH A!.-C',AFT TYPE,
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APPE4!IX C: PROGRAM INSERTS F3OYPINLSTN

*404 **4 v 44** g**4**U

SUBROUTINE 'Jo0

JNRUNSTC(u),PAAM1, GpTNOW

irT<Wi'.iTRW~,T3NlPIPE9,4A3, tIWA! 1.1, TMXHRTPI',ITFU -Lt FLYUTEI",
2UTE141iITPT C5, T Ci,.i

**IL** 4* 1 2 4 A*-% .4*6%4A 6. S 4.A IX1 5'44* +Jt( 4449.*

*,u#9..t*4D)N;R I Pl EDEPATU.UEHCIS--DLE

******AN~!~, RATE ~4r

CiR 2 CARGO ARRIVAL. ;.",T:

4 A~'~ GR 2 HTSSION GEAE47TIO '-ATE Ip4-"v
4*I I f .. W4 4V ,4kJ t AI 4 46 X .19XXI' AM 4  4 (

$0A * * * * 64 $ 9. P 4L%4 *6 a** 4 i

REAL PDNMP9CAiVGR
PDNMR = 1,
CAR =?
MGR =r
A = FLO'iT(NTC(iii3) )
R = FL OA T TC ( 145) )
C =FL0AT(NTC(2:!1))
0 = FLOA T (NTC (2 45)
RELF = CO
R ELi4 I= A1'
RELO = (A + C) / (9 0)
PIPE =PIPE/(TWA5 + TW~i'-i)
UTEO = (UTEU UTF141,)/(TWI.' 4 'WA±'ki)
UTE1341 UT'1i/TWMI41
UTE5 = UTE.3/TWAF
WRITE-(F 93aCr) Pr.llgs,39'-FT IV-R~-RL~t--OUEtT11

iTXR7M~TU~TLtw.r~A.iT"9(-l
300rf FORMAT (iHlI,3Xq "RUN RECAP too 9/9 qqllPDNmP, , Fsu

15Xp'14GP = " = ',1bYEL1.3,/,iX,'PIP-LI=E TIM
2= et 9X,9F62q/qJx,"C-; OEP'. 'FL* DEPT* R
'4ELe = "q I3XF3/,tX,'O ~ FILL rPEPT, ikEL, =,q') r.o-9/ X
4"C-5 CAPACITY UTE = 19 P.X, FF 9 ',-/,iX,"C-iil CAPAC:IY UTE = "q 6X9,
5, 3,/,iX,"TOTAL MAIN MA HC'1 = "v iXF7l/i,Xp"TZ.AL. PORT MANI1OtR
fS = ,iX,F-?,I,/,X,,T0T L 7l'J L(rAL.LCNS) : " !5X,;l;eml/,,,XqTOTAL.
7 FLYI'NG TlME "q 3'XF'.aq 1, ,itTOTLL C-r, 4.'1VALS YF*G/
ftXt"TOTAL 0-iii2 ARICIVALS l,~yqF4'9/vi(,*T4L. Ti7NS 3Y C-5=

0l iXF7.iq,,,X,orAL T-INS FY C''..i~ i,'i
lF(tV'!UNsEOsNr(UNS) REW1.4D 7
RETURN
E NO
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Appendix D

Sample Q-GERT Analysis Program Output
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IA V4 Z V-1
00 rI V- T5 q4 ii WvI 4 (t
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m V)I '3 43

aC -AJ V))C%4

zp C.0 W4t% N .-. i ~ C C

* tv m C#) r,% f

z c i U I l " C '
cla L = " * o @ 60 C

IY O-

D ~L

3 
*~4~i4Y414;

03 U)t I rC3C4 - Y .2

0J v 4. - 4T

Z: 3 -4 q=C4

o ~ ~ C ca. c'iJ~' C3J~J. cs -i Cw .44~4-

V't' 4 (.- .: *4 a .-r4 U% 4

Z4 Lc 0 0 C30"vi. 6e %C I% 0 (r)~ o
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7=7 77 M7

Of.-

o t- I.-

4

V-

0 0

VO 4 knt *v OCD X ~ r
w~ w m .U, C c

b4 4 0 0 * 0 * * so 0 * 0 0 * *e 0

TOO T4 VqI-- -1V1T1.qT o V

C3 ax. 0: r

o 0 a 04 '.

I. - ) 4i 6nLIX 4 -- tV1X : x UOrc Vt'4

LLo 2I., C - 2 -C >> L:0 zcL c

T 0. bil

I-l Z ,=LlW tMv
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LuJ
)> w =C-2 c=

if 13%- C ';Q

0 ~ ~ ~ ~~~ < .m*uc-.. .. 0. 3

c%" Of %-# " U>c. fn) & &'M4
wi 0 *ee 0 0 0 0 ** 0

F-I4 lc

44
ZU) -* - -f;

c;

ce X 0 j T4 .4 V4 .'4 W4T

WW ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X wc0040~CO**0

92 .0 .06.00000

0 .14w4 -wt

* 0 .(

Lu

0 1-4 V4 W 4 nl
o ItI- -

Z U- V- w ...v V . 0U.=

04 c"a~ 0- c-0L( iL

00
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